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LETTER FROM
THE PRESIDENT
As one year ends and a new one begins, it is always a
great pleasure to look back over the preceding 12 months
and reflect on all the fascinating and innovative ideas
conceived, supported, researched and deliberated at the
Simons Foundation. Around here, 12 months of seemingly routine work — answering emails, administering
programs and attending lectures, workshops and meetings — somehow ends up yielding an amazing amount
of intellectual ferment and, ultimately, progress in basic science. From workaday activities and interactions,
stunning new concepts and theories emerge — from
our grantees and also from staff, taking us in exciting
new directions.
In this 2018 annual report, we offer just a few of those
thought-provoking ideas being discussed in the hubbub
of daily activity at the Simons Foundation. In writing this
overview of our work, we use ‘emergence’ as a central
narrative thread and graphic theme. In addition to its
popular meanings, the term is used by scientists to refer
to individual parts coming together to form a whole, at a
new level of complexity. In other words, emergence occurs
when the individual’s properties differ from the group’s
properties; e.g., freezing water molecules jumping to
alignment to form an ice crystal, ants in a colony together
accomplishing work they could never do alone, and
interdependent organisms in an ecosystem enabling the
whole group’s survival. Even electrons in a superconductor
join up, forming ‘Cooper pairs,’ which, in this conjoined
state, flow with zero resistance.
At our in-house research division, the Flatiron Institute,
astrophysicists are trying to model the emergence of the
earliest galaxies in our universe, the biophysical modeling
group is trying to understand “how we go from motors
and microtubules to collective self-organization,” and
the neuroscience group is formulating the collective
organization of individual neurons into a neural system
capable of learning like the human brain. And, satisfyingly,
when the smoke clears, mathematics again emerges as the
baseline tool for all this groundbreaking science.

In the pages that follow, you will also read about the
foundation’s grant-making in Mathematics and Physical
Sciences, Life Sciences, autism science (SFARI), Outreach
and Education, and our Simons Collaborations. Grant
recipients work to understand the origins of our universe,
explain properties of glass as a system with disorder, model
a theory of thought, and comprehend the role of microbes
in our Earth’s climate and nutrient structure. You can also
read about our emerging documentary film efforts, sharing
the wonders of science through “The Most Unknown.”
Finally, if you’re interested in learning more about
emergence, Quanta Magazine, our editorially independent
online science magazine, has explored this phenomenon
in articles about quantum gravity, condensed matter
physics, consciousness and more.
With more than 330 employees now, the Simons Foundation
is a lively center of bright, curious and passionate people
working to advance the frontiers of research in mathematics
and the basic sciences. It’s a pleasure to come to work every
day, wondering what new things will be endeavored and
learned. If you’re in the neighborhood on a Wednesday,
please come by for one of our Simons Foundation
Lectures. In the meantime, I hope you enjoy reading
about our work and that of our grantees in this report, or
at simonsfoundation.org.

Marilyn Hawrys Simons, Ph.D. | President
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LETTER FROM THE CHAIR
To a large extent, the important developments in 2018
stemmed from the 2012 retreat at the Buttermilk Falls Inn
in Milton, New York. In this two-day session, comprising
outstanding scientists in a diversity of fields, we decided
to add the concept of ‘collaborations’ to our grant-making
activities for individuals and institutions. These would be
long-term, goal-driven research projects comprising a substantial number of scientists and postdoctoral researchers
from around the country and, indeed, the world. Mathematician Ingrid Daubechies also suggested we establish
an institute for computational science. We liked that idea
too and decided to build such an institute in-house.
In the subsequent six years, the Simons Foundation
has changed dramatically as a result of that meeting. A
total of 14 collaborations have been established, and inhouse computational science research has grown into the
Flatiron Institute, now with more than 150 people and
slated to grow to almost twice that. These two areas will
constitute at least 40 percent of the foundation’s budget and have created a remarkably dynamic atmosphere
throughout the organization.
Of the 14 collaborations, let me discuss two.
Origins of Life, established soon after the Buttermilk
Falls meeting, is now in its sixth year and going strong.
Researchers include chemists, biologists, geologists
and astronomers, the last group studying exoplanets
to see if any might be conducive to life. A team
led by John Sutherland of the MRC Laboratory of
Molecular Biology in Cambridge, England, has traced
a plausible path from hydrogen cyanide, a chemical
common in the early Earth, to the precursor of RNA.
Of course, there may be other such paths, and they are
being sought, but John’s work is very encouraging. Others
are studying early geology to discover substrates that may
have harbored early life or at least been conducive to
it. The problem is being attacked from many angles, and
our hopes are high that great progress will be made in the
out years of the collaboration.
Hidden Symmetries and Fusion Energy, established
in 2018, is an effort to design a functioning stellarator,
a device to produce fusion energy, in a manner that the
energy output is greater than the energy input. The
stellarator was created many years ago but could not be
made to work. It was discarded in favor of the tokamak, a
device on which much work has been done over many
years and which also doesn’t work! The Hidden Symme6

tries group, consisting of a number of outstanding physicists and mathematicians, now believes that an intensive
mathematical effort will result in a design that will make
an efficient and net energy-producing stellarator. If they
succeed, the outcome will be transformative.
The Flatiron Institute underwent a great deal of change
during 2018.
First of all, the building was finally completed. The secondfloor auditorium, the 11th-floor dining hall and the rooftop
board room and garden have all worked wonderfully. The
dining hall especially has been a great addition, where not
only do all foundation personnel have lunch, but Flatiron
folks also find a nice place to chat (and even work!) during
the rest of the day.
Flatiron was designed for four units, but at the beginning of the year only three were in place: Computational
Biology (CCB), Computational Astrophysics (CCA) and
Computational Quantum Physics (CCQ). After considerable discussion, we decided that the fourth unit would
be Computational Mathematics (CCM). This will consist
of such areas as statistics, machine learning, computer
science, algorithm development and numerical analysis.
Because all these areas can be useful to the other three
units, we felt the new unit would act a bit like glue, tying
the organization together, with its scientists doing their
own work and also interacting with those in the other
three units. Leslie Greengard, who headed the CCB, will
head the new unit, bringing the CCB algorithm group
with him. This required a search for a new director of
the CCB, which was finally completed in early 2019 with
the choice of Mike Shelley, group leader of biophysics in
the CCB. The staff of the CCB was very pleased with this
choice, as was Mike himself!
We are proud to report that research emanating from
Flatiron has been both copious and excellent, and the
institute has acquired a great reputation in the United
States and around the world. As time goes on and the
units are fully populated, we are confident that its output
and reputation will continue to blossom.

Jim Simons, Ph.D. | Chair

DEVELOPING THE
COMMON LANGUAGE OF
COMPUTATIONAL SCIENCE
CENTER FOR COMPUTATIONAL MATHEMATICS
The universe has an inherent elegance illuminated by mathematics. A single class of
equations can help describe how planets spin around a star, how blood cells flow through
a vein, and how electrons travel along a wire.
In October 2018, the Flatiron Institute established its fourth research center to further
the computational tools that play a crucial role in modern science and engineering and
strengthen their mathematical foundations. The Center for Computational Mathematics
(CCM) collaborates with the institute’s centers for astrophysics, biology and quantum
physics and conducts its own research on problems faced by the scientific community
at large.

The 3-D structure of an 80S ribosome molecule from Plasmodium falciparum,
a protozoan parasite responsible for around 50 percent of all malaria cases
in humans. Researchers reconstructed the shape from electron microscopy
measurements. Structures that vary little from molecule to molecule are
shown in blue, whereas regions that vary a lot are shown in red and may
need additional measurements and analysis to produce an accurate
reconstruction. Image courtesy of Joakim Andén; data from W. Wong et al./
eLife 2014

“Like the other centers, CCM will be a place that builds software tools for the greater
academic community,” says CCM director Leslie Greengard, who previously directed the
Center for Computational Biology (CCB). “The difference is that the other centers typically
have a particular application in mind, but the nice thing about mathematics is that often
the solutions you develop apply to multiple fields.”
The CCM embodies one of the Flatiron Institute’s core tenets, “that math is the common
language of science,” says CCM project leader Christian Müller. That idea has formed a
cornerstone of the Flatiron Institute since its inception as the Simons Center for Data
Analysis in 2013.

FLATIRON INSTITUTE

“Since the beginning, there was a desire for people in different centers to interact and
work together,” says CCM research scientist Eftychios Pnevmatikakis. “But often we were
getting lost in the details of the applications. The astronomers couldn’t talk biology, and
vice versa. With CCM, I see the interactions happen much more organically. We all talk
math. CCM looks like it will be a bridge for the different centers and also have a life of
its own.”
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At full capacity, the CCM will house about 50 scientists, mathematicians and programmers. Many of the initial staff transferred from groups at the CCB, taking with them mathematical and computational problems rooted in biology. As the CCM continues to grow, so
too will the breadth of the inspirations and applications of the center’s work.
“At Flatiron, CCM is surrounded by a problem-rich environment and a diverse set of experts
we can collaborate with,” says CCM group leader Alex Barnett. “Opportunities like this
center only come along once in a lifetime.”

“With CCM, I see the interactions happen much more organically. We all talk math.
CCM looks like it will be a bridge for the different centers and also have a life of
its own.”

The problem, though, is that machine-learning algorithms such
as neural networks “are black boxes,” says Stéphane Mallat, CCM
distinguished research scientist and a professor at Collège de
France and École Normale Supérieure in Paris. “It works well, but
we don’t know what’s being learned. It doesn’t help us understand
the phenomena.”
The tech companies driving machine-learning development, including Google and Facebook, focus on applications such as image
recognition, natural language and marketing. “Right now, machine
learning is very much an empirical field,” Mallat says. “There are
many algorithms which are working well, but we don’t understand
what type of structures they learn and the mathematics behind
them. This means that we cannot interpret results or guarantee
their robustness.”
At the CCM, researchers will reverse engineer solutions from
machine-learning applications to figure out what led to the result.
Using that information, the researchers hope to learn more about
real-world systems and improve conventional methods. The CCM
hosts regular meetups in which researchers from all four centers
discuss the latest developments in the field and talk about their
machine-learning projects.
“There’s a need for new mathematics in this area,” Mallat says.

meaning scientists can only get a relatively small number of data
points from each experiment.
“It just looks like pure static,” Andén says. “If I showed you one of
these images, you wouldn’t believe that there was anything in there.”
He and his colleagues at the CCM are working to make sense of the
static faster and more accurately.
The CCM also focuses on speeding up basic computational tasks
used across many applications. One such task involves solving partial
differential equations, which appear in a variety of areas, ranging
from acoustics to astrophysics to fluid dynamics. Those equations,
dubbed PDEs, arise whenever a quantity depends on more than one
independent variable — such as the three spatial coordinates and
time — and the rates of change in these variables are coupled in a
known way.

International collaboration, swirling galaxies and an exploding steam pipe all defined
summer 2018 for attendees of the Kavli Summer Program in Astrophysics, hosted at the
Flatiron Institute’s Center for Computational Astrophysics (CCA).

Solving PDEs accurately is often incredibly slow, says CCM research
scientist Manas Rachh. Much work has focused on removing this
computational speed bump. In 1986, Greengard and Vladimir
Rokhlin co-invented the fast multipole method — a technique that
accelerates the calculation of long-range forces in problems with
many components that influence one another. This method has
played a pivotal role in the development of fast, robust and accurate
PDE solvers. At the CCM, Rachh and others continue to hunt for
shortcuts for solving PDEs.

Over six weeks, 17 graduate students participated in this annual learning and research
opportunity that connects students with senior-scientist mentors. The students listened to
lectures from experts in the field and worked on research projects that yielded significant
discoveries. Participants formed strong bonds, with a diverse group of graduate students,
postdoctoral researchers and established faculty members coming together in the spirit of
collaboration and scientific discovery.
“Afterwards, we had so much positive feedback from both students and mentors about
how invigorating it was and how much they learned,” says Greg Bryan. He and Rachel
Somerville co-directed the Kavli program and co-lead the CCA’s galaxy-formation group.
“It was a chance for some of the best students, postdocs and faculty to come together and
forge ties, learn about the field as a whole and make real contributions,” he says.

With fast enough solutions, engineers could potentially design, test
and optimize devices such as microfluidic controllers and computer
chips without the need for the costly hassle of producing and testing
prototypes. “That’s what we’re working towards,” Rachh says. “We
want tools robust and accurate enough for engineering applications.”

Another research focus for the CCM also involves working backward, so to speak, but using experimental results. Scientists often
calculate cause and effect: for example, how light from a lamp will The CCM has many other research focuses, each with potential
bounce around a room. A trickier question is the reverse, known as
benefits to many research areas. Barnett expects the center to continue
an inverse problem. Given the lighting in a room, what can you learn
taking on new ideas as it expands.
about the light source? Inverse problems crop up in astronomy and
neuroscience as well as in medical-imaging applications such as CT “We shouldn’t be scared of leaping into problems that are new to us,”
and MRI scans.
Barnett says. “Academia doesn’t often reward that risk-taking, or the
software development that needs to go along with it, and instead
CCM research scientist Joakim Andén focuses on an inverse
encourages you to do an incremental version of what you did before.
problem related to discerning the 3-D layout of a molecule. The ex- Here, we are lucky enough to be able to take such risks, and that can
periment involves chilling molecules to extremely low temperatures
lead to larger breakthroughs.”
and bombarding them with electrons. The electrons graze off the
molecules, losing some speed. Based on how much each electron
slowed down, scientists deduce the molecule’s shape. A challenge
is that molecules break down when hit by too many electrons,
10

CENTER FOR COMPUTATIONAL ASTROPHYSICS

The program launched in 2010, with the Kavli Foundation serving as its principal sponsor
since 2016. The event’s founding director, Pascale Garaud, is professor of applied mathematics at the University of California, Santa Cruz. She modeled the program on one she
attended as a graduate student at the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution in Massachusetts. “That program changed my career, and it changed me on a personal level,” Garaud
says. “I decided I wanted to do something similar for students in astrophysical sciences.”

FLATIRON INSTITUTE

One of the CCM’s areas of interest is leveraging machine-learning
techniques. Machine-learning models ‘learn’ by ingesting large
amounts of example training data. After training, the models can
produce results not possible through conventional methods.

KAVLI SUMMER PROGRAM
IN ASTROPHYSICS
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Hosting duties for the summer program alternate between the University of California,
Santa Cruz and other institutions around the world. CCA director David Spergel embraced
the idea of bringing the event to the Flatiron Institute, as both the program and the institute
emphasize the importance of collaboration.
The 2018 program focused on how galaxies form and evolve, though not all the participants have backgrounds in galaxy formation. “Many of the graduate students come from
institutions where this subfield is not well-represented, so they might not have had much
opportunity to study or do research on this topic,” Somerville says.

“They were the exact feelings I hoped people would get out of the program —
that feeling of finding a family.”

“The event was a far more fruitful experience than having 17 projects
at 17 different institutions.”
That teamwork was tested on the Thursday before the final week of
the program. In the early morning, a steam pipe exploded outside
the Flatiron Institute, leaving the building inaccessible for more
than a week. Students who had left their laptops inside overnight
found themselves computerless and panicking about not being able
to complete their projects.
Eventually, the program relocated to New York University’s physics
department, which graciously offered space for everyone to work.
The Flatiron Institute’s Scientific Computing Core procured loaner
laptops so that students could finish their research in time. “It
looked like Christmas Day,” as everyone unboxed their computers,
Leung recalls.
The experience, although trying, brought the group together, Seligman
says. “It felt like an academic family.”
On the program’s final day, after the students presented their results,
Leung gave one final presentation on behalf of all the students. She
outlined how the summer program and the CCA had inspirited her
and others to go forth in science and how much the collaborative and
diverse environment meant to them.
“They were the exact feelings I hoped people would get out of the
program — that feeling of finding a family,” Garaud says. “It’s going
to be hard for any other host institution to top what CCA did.”

Alexander Kaurov (left), a postdoc at the Institute for Advanced Study in Princeton, New Jersey, chats with graduate student Daisy Leung (right) during the Kavli Summer Program in Astrophysics.

After a week of lectures on galaxy formation, students partnered with
mentors and began working on research projects, the goal being for
students to report their results in a peer-reviewed journal.
“It’s one thing to read some papers and do some analysis yourself; it’s another thing for someone to teach you firsthand,” says
graduate student Corey Brummel-Smith of the Georgia Institute of
Technology in Atlanta.
Graduate student Daisy Leung modeled the emergence of the earliest
galaxies in the universe. As a trained observational astronomer,
she appreciated the opportunity to work with theorists and further
hone her computational skills. “The field can only make progress
if observers are talking to theorists,” says Leung, who studied at
Cornell University and is continuing her thesis work at the CCA.
Her work simulated the small- and large-scale physics that govern
how clouds of molecules collapse and evolve to form galaxies. The
results provide predictions that future surveys, such as those using
the James Webb Space Telescope, can test.
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For his project, Yale University graduate student Darryl Seligman
explored interactions between gas and dust in space. An outstanding
question for astrophysicists is how dust specks coalesce to form
an Earth-sized rocky planet. Clusters bigger than a poppy seed
shatter when they crash into each other, rather than sticking
together. Seligman numerically simulated the long-term evolution
of these interactions. Dust faces a headwind as it passes through
gas. The dust particles then behave like cyclists in a race, huddling
together to minimize drag and creating clusters. Seligman’s
simulations showed that the presence of a magnetic field causes
the dust to bundle together into sheet-like clumps that might
gently combine to form the building blocks of a planet. The results
offer insights into the behavior of the dust and gas that surrounds
a black hole or that inhabits the void between a galaxy’s stars.

The event was such a success that the CCA will host its own, separate summer program for graduate students in 2019, with a focus
on black holes, neutron stars and other compact objects. “This is an
opportunity to bring people together and encourage the next generation of scientists,” Somerville says.

A density map of the gas in and around Althaea, an early-universe galaxy
simulated by Daisy Leung and colleagues. The gas has dense knots and
clumps, shown in orange and red. These structures are the birthplaces of young
stars and affect the subsequent evolution of galaxies to the present day. Image
courtesy of Daisy Leung

Other projects included how behemoth black holes squelch star
formation in galaxies and comparing models of galaxy assembly
with real observations. Even though each student had his or her
own project, everyone rallied to help one another. “There was
no sense of competition except for against the clock,” Bryan says.
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TOWARD A GRAND UNIFIED
THEORY OF SPINDLES

Fluorescent microscopy revealed that although microscopically the rods pointed
different ways, macroscopically half flowed to the left, while half went right —
a result that suggested the calculations had assumed too much.

CENTER FOR COMPUTATIONAL BIOLOGY
Biologists in the 20th century broke down the cell into parts, and now 21st-century
researchers are figuring out how to put those components back together.
Take the spindle, which lines up chromosomes during cell division before pulling them
apart, ensuring that each daughter cell inherits the parent cell’s genes.
“The spindle has an infinite number of varieties because it’s in all these different types
of eukaryotic cells,” says Michael Shelley, group leader for biophysical modeling and
director of the Flatiron Institute’s Center for Computational Biology (CCB). “It’s made up
of microtubules and motors and crosslinkers but has different structures in different cells.”
Exactly how rigid rods and microscopic motors choreograph this fundamental line dance
remains unknown, but Shelley and his collaborators aim to find out.
One line of research asks how motor proteins link and move microtubules, the building
blocks of the spindle. A question the team is pursuing involves the protein kinesin, which
has two heads that can grab one microtubule each, creating a linked pair. The kinesin
then ‘walks’ along these microtubules. If the microtubules have opposite orientations, the
walking motion pulls them in opposite directions. If they are aligned, the kinesin’s walk
has no effect on the pair.

FLATIRON INSTITUTE

Earlier calculations of interactions in a dilute mixture predicted that a given microtubule’s
movement would depend on which way its neighbors pointed: Those aligned would stay
put, but rebels would be ejected. And yet, real spindles don’t display such fickle behavior.
Microtubule hordes tens of thousands strong appear to move in lockstep, despite different
regions having different average orientations.
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Shelley, along with CCB research scientist Sebastian Fürthauer, CCB visiting scholar and
Harvard University applied physicist Daniel Needleman, and their colleagues, investigated
what was going on by skipping the complexity of real spindles and using a simple testtube system with just microtubules and kinesin. In the experiment, the motors linked the
rods into a gel. Fluorescent microscopy revealed that although microscopically the rods
pointed different ways, macroscopically half flowed to the left, while half went right — a
result that suggested the calculations had assumed too much. “What if they’re not dilute?”
says Needleman. “What if they’re really heavily cross-linked?”

The research, published as an arXiv preprint in December 2018,
presents the group’s experimental observations as well as a mathematical framework for the microtubule-kinesin interaction. That
framework assumes that both microtubules and motors are more
concentrated and therefore more interlinked, which generates
predictions that match what happened in the test tube. “It’s a natural
hypothesis that the same thing is happening in the spindle itself,”
Needleman says.
A better understanding of how spindles behave could lead to new
treatments for cell-division-related health problems, such as infertility. The group has been working on a comprehensive spindle
model for several years and hopes to complete it soon.
“What we’re working toward is a grand unified theory of the spindle,”
Needleman says. “This was one of the missing pieces that we needed
to understand how we go from the behavior of motors and microtubules to large-scale, collective self-organization.”

Aligned

Anti-Aligned

Kinesin molecular motors (black) are part of the microscopic machinery inside cells. The kinesin molecules have pairs of “feet” at either end that latch on to microtubules (blue). The feet march
from the negative to the positive end of each microtubule. If the microtubules are aligned, the feet move in the same direction, and the microtubules stay put. If the microtubules are anti-aligned,
the feet move in opposing directions, causing the microtubules to slide past one another.
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BUILDING A NETWORK
THAT LEARNS LIKE WE DO

The new framework — presented at NeurIPS 2018 — starts by expressing three biological
truths about how a network ought to function in a mathematical way.

two teapots out.) Different inputs should yield different outputs.
(A teapot and a kettle should not produce two teapots).
When the team optimized this mathematical expression, ‘the objective function,’ the resulting network repeatedly developed the architecture of a human brain: It divided the input space into overlapping
sections and assigned one neuron to handle each chunk. In one
instance, it learned to recognize a rotating teapot using neurons
that fire at specific angles.

CENTER FOR COMPUTATIONAL BIOLOGY
At each instant, our senses gather oodles of sensory information, yet somehow our brains
reduce that fire hose of input to simple realities: A car is honking. A bluebird is flying.

The work is the group’s latest in a series deriving optimal networks
for learning various tasks. The results hint that the way the brain
simplifies inputs is efficient and perhaps borders on inevitable.
Chklovskii’s team will continue to reverse engineer learning in
biological networks. “The fact that you keep on getting localized
receptive fields for many different objective functions representing
the same spirit,” Sengupta says, “seems to tell me there is something bigger there.”

In other words, the same localized receptive fields that help people
parse what they see and hear had evolved from the team’s network.
“We had a different expectation of what this algorithm would do,”
says Anirvan Sengupta, a visiting scholar at the Flatiron Institute
and systems neuroscientist at Rutgers University in New Jersey.
“It emerged despite us.”

How does this happen?
One part of simplifying visual information is ‘dimensionality reduction.’ The brain, for
instance, takes in an image made up of thousands of pixels and labels it ‘teapot.’ One such
simplification strategy shows up repeatedly in the brain, and recent work from a team
led by Dmitri Chklovskii, group leader for neuroscience at the Center for Computational
Biology, suggests the strategy may be no accident.
Consider color. In the brain, one neuron may fire when a person looks at a green teapot,
whereas another fires at a blue teapot. Neuroscientists say that these cells have localized
receptive fields, as each neuron responds strongly to one hue, collectively spanning the
entire rainbow. Similar setups allow us to distinguish aural pitches.
Conventional artificial neural networks accomplish similar tasks, such as classifying
images, but these algorithms work completely differently from those in the brain. Many
artificial networks, for instance, tweak the connections between neurons by using
information from distant neurons. In a real brain, however, the strength of a connection
predominantly depends only on nearby neurons.

FLATIRON INSTITUTE

However, by extending a tradition of emulating biological learning, Chklovskii and his
collaborators developed an approach that is not only biologically plausible but also powerful. “It basically explains how these systems, even though the agents are doing their
own things with little information about others, can collectively organize as a system and
learn something,” says Cengiz Pehlevan, a theoretical neuroscientist at Harvard University who was a Flatiron Institute research scientist until early 2019.
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The typical neural network uses training data to tweak parameters until it churns
out correct results, but the new framework — presented at NeurIPS 2018 — starts by
expressing three biological truths about how a network ought to function in a mathematical
way: Neuronal activity should never be negative. (Real neurons can’t do anything less
than not fire.) Similar inputs should produce similar outputs. (Put two teapots in, get

Mimicking how the human brain processes information can improve machine-learning techniques.
This diagram shows how a biologically inspired neural network can identify data clusters and
manifolds. Each neuron outputs a rectified sum of its inputs, in turn influencing its neighboring
neurons. Blue circles represent excitatory neurons, whereas red circles represent inhibitory
neurons. The strength of the connection between each neuron is adjusted according to biologically
plausible local learning rules. Illustration adapted from A. Sengupta et al./Advances in Neural
Information Processing Systems 2018
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A MANY-METHOD
ATTACK ON THE MANY
ELECTRON PROBLEM

“We’re bringing together the best methods and people, and I think after a year and
a half of existence, we have an impressive set of methods and software.”

electron problem known as quantum embedding, which originated
from research pioneered by Georges in the 1990s. The method
leverages the fact that physicists are often only interested in the
behavior of a small part of a quantum system. Instead of performing
a detailed calculation across the whole system, quantum embedding
performs high-level calculation on only the area of interest. The rest
of the system is treated more simply, drastically streamlining many
quantum problems.
Quantum embedding has limitations, though. The calculations often
require experimental validation to ensure that the problem wasn’t
oversimplified. Also, even a small chunk of a quantum system
can be too computationally taxing to compute using conventional
methods, requiring the additional use of other methods.

CENTER FOR COMPUTATIONAL QUANTUM PHYSICS
Uniting our everyday world with the quantum realm requires tackling titanic numbers.
A single penny contains 2 billion trillion atoms with a total of 70 billion trillion electrons
whizzing around them. The behavior of those electrons produces many of the penny’s
properties, such as its conductivity and even its shininess.
Taming these electrons would yield society-changing benefits, such as enabling the design
and control of materials with desirable properties, such as high-transition-temperature
superconductivity. The goal of the Center for Computational Quantum Physics (CCQ) is to
help make that future a reality.
The CCQ faces mind-boggling numbers beyond just the plethora of electrons. Particles in
a quantum system can exist in many different configurations, called states. Each electron,
for instance, can have an upward or downward spin. Completely understanding a quantum
system requires calculating the system’s wave function, which describes how particles are
distributed over all possible states.

FLATIRON INSTITUTE

For example, even if we consider spin alone, a group of 10 electrons can be in any one
of 1,024 states. For a penny’s worth of electrons, the number of states would be billions
of trillions of digits long. And calculating a material’s overall wave function is further
complicated by quantum mechanical entanglement, which means that electrons influence
one another so strongly that they can’t be treated individually.
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Another approach avoids deterministic computations altogether.
Dubbed ‘the Monte Carlo method’ after the Mediterranean casino,
the approach uses random sampling to compute the answer to a
problem. A famous example involves randomly throwing stones into
a square with a circle inscribed inside. The fraction of rocks that fall
within the circle provides a rough estimation of pi divided by four:
The more stones thrown, the more accurate the estimate.
Conventional methods such as integration can compute pi more
quickly. However, for more complex tasks, such as integrating
mathematical equations with many variables, or dimensions, Monte
Carlo often wins. “If we do that integration in high dimensions, the
clever, faster things suddenly become super slow, and this ‘dumb’
way wins out,” says CCQ senior scientist and group leader Shiwei
Zhang, who develops algorithms for Monte Carlo methods.
Quantum physicists run Monte Carlo calculations until they reach
a desired accuracy. The method isn’t always viable, though. In most
quantum systems, the solution requires computing an answer that
is the slight difference between large positive and large negative
contributions from a quantum system’s wave function. In these
cases, the time required to compute an accurate solution becomes
extremely large.

The CCQ, launched in September 2017, has already established itself as an international leader in developing the computational methods needed to solve the so-called ‘many
electron problem.’ “The center has several angles of attack on this problem,” says center
director Antoine Georges, who leads the CCQ along with co-director Andrew Millis. “We’re
bringing together the best methods and people, and I think after a year and a half of existence, we have an impressive set of methods and software.” Each method has strengths
and weaknesses as well as synergies with other approaches.

Whereas Monte Carlo leverages randomness, a relative newcomer
directly computes solutions using novel mathematics called tensor
networks. The approach compacts quantum problems by bundling
information about a system into multidimensional arrays called tensors. Quantum entanglement links these tensors into a network.

CCQ project leader Olivier Parcollet says the center’s scientists pursue so many methods
“because we don’t know which one is best, and we don’t even know if any one of them
will be the best.” For example, Parcollet’s work focuses on a method of tackling the many

Similar to quantum embedding, tensor networks take advantage of
the fact that only a small fraction of the states in a large quantum
system are relevant to any particular physical situation. The organization of information about the system, therefore, can be streamlined.

The Center for Computational Quantum Physics is developing methods to solve
the quantum many-body problem, including predicting the behavior of large
groups of fermions such as electrons. The image above represents a color map
of two aspects of the self-energy of an interacting fermion system — namely,
the modulus and phase (represented by saturation and hue). The red dot
indicates the physical solution to be reached. Photo courtesy of Michel Ferrero of
École Polytechnique and Collège de France in Paris
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As an analogy, one might treat a proton and an electron orbiting it
as a single atom rather than tracking the details of each particle’s
motion separately. Tensor-network code leverages patterns in the
structure of the wave functions to produce a compact representation
of the most important states in a quantum system. This approach
makes problems smaller and more manageable, similar to the way
streaming websites compress video files.
This approach outperforms other methods in certain situations,
such as when the system is large only along one dimension or has
relatively simple interactions. In other cases, though, the computational requirements balloon too high to be worthwhile. “Even though
we have issues, some of the problems we’re tackling can’t be touched
at all by other methods without making heavy approximations,”
says CCQ research scientist Miles Stoudenmire, who develops and
deploys tensor-network methods.
Tensor networks often take advantage of patterns in a quantum
system that are too convoluted and complex for a person to uncover.
Artificial intelligence techniques such as machine learning can help
uncover such patterns through a complementary set of techniques.
Computer programs that best world champions at board games
and train self-driving cars inspired CCQ associate research scientist Giuseppe Carleo to explore artificial intelligence approaches.
Similar to those applications, artificial intelligence in quantum
physics improves by ingesting information. Over time, the code
learns how to impersonate a quantum system. Similar to tensor
networks, Carleo’s methods create a compact representation of the
important states of a quantum system. In February 2018, Carleo
and his colleagues published a paper in Nature Physics that
demonstrated that machine-learning techniques could drastically
reduce the time needed to reconstruct a wave function based
on experimental results. Systems that would typically require
thousands of years to be reconstructed could be thoroughly
analyzed in hours.
Sometimes, however, machine-learning techniques take more time
than they save. Carleo and others are trying to make the code more
efficient. “We’re the newborn in the field,” Carleo says. “There’s an
explosion of things going on, but we have a lot left to do.”
A crucial part of the CCQ’s mission is making its code available to
the public via open-source libraries. Carleo shares machine-learning
code through NetKet, Stoudenmire maintains a library called ITensor
for tensor networks, Parcollet leads the TRIQS project for interacting
quantum systems, and Zhang heads the AFQMC library for Monte
Carlo codes.
Sharing code helps the whole field advance, Parcollet says. “The
complexity of the methods is growing,” he says. “We need to minimize the costs of testing new ideas. If a student needs to reinvent the
wheel for every new project, the field will slow.”
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CCQ associate research scientist Giuseppe Carleo gives a talk at the Kavli
Institute for Theoretical Physics in Santa Barbara, California, on the uses
of neural networks for quantum many-body problems. Photo courtesy of
Miles Stoudenmire

ARITHMETIC GEOMETRY,
NUMBER THEORY AND
COMPUTATION

Computation and number theory naturally go hand in hand — one of the earliest
examples is a Mesopotamian tablet from 1800 BC that lists 15 sets of integers that satisfy
the equation a2 + b2 = c2, now known as Pythagorean triples.
The Simons Collaboration on Arithmetic Geometry, Number Theory and Computation
continues the legacy of combining computation with theoretical research by focusing on
several central problems in the study of numbers and solutions to polynomial equations.
The collaboration, launched in 2018, germinated from a 2015 meeting at the Institute
for Computational and Experimental Research in Mathematics at Brown University,
titled “Computational Aspects of the Langlands Program” and organized by collaboration
investigator John Voight of Dartmouth College and others.
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“Our collaboration grew out of the questions: What does computational number theory
look like in the 21st century, and what tools should be developed for use by the arithmetic
geometry community?” Voight says.
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Voight is one of six principal investigators along with collaboration director Brendan
Hassett of Brown University, Jennifer S. Balakrishnan of Boston University, Noam Elkies
of Harvard University, and Bjorn Poonen and Andrew Sutherland of the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology. The principal investigators meet monthly to discuss their research
and trade ideas. The collaboration also includes 20 affiliated scientists from around
the world, including graduate students and late-career researchers.
Many of those affiliated scientists support the collaboration by developing tools and
databases to create and store examples of mathematical phenomena.
“We’re really motivated in encouraging the growth of mathematical researchers who are
equally comfortable in the computer science side and the math theory side,” Hassett says.
“That is actually the biggest impact: not just solving particular problems but having a cohort
of people who can both do the math and oversee databases of mathematical objects.”

“That is actually the biggest impact: not just solving particular problems but
having a cohort of people who can both do the math and oversee databases
of mathematical objects.”
Pulling rank:
Collaboration members used computers to upend a broadly held
belief in arithmetic geometry concerning the fundamentals of the
field. Basic objects of study in arithmetic geometry are elliptic curves,
or solutions to equations in the form y2 = x3 + ax + b. Researchers
want to find points on elliptic curves that are rational — that is,
points that have coordinates that can be written as simple fractions.
For example, (25/4, −75/8) is a rational point on the curve defined by
the equation y2 = x3 − 25x.

Numerical evidence will be key to progress. If someone could
find an infinite number of curves with higher rank, that
would disprove the model. Or, if mathematicians could find
infinite sequences of curves with growing rank, they’d prove
that the existing paradigm of limitless ranks was right. As it
stands, the model by Voight and his colleagues has shaken
up the world of arithmetic geometry.
Higher genus:
Computational power has also allowed collaboration
members to extend research from elliptic curves, which
are curves with genus 1, to higher-genus curves given by
equations with higher-degree polynomials, such as y2 = x8 +
ax7 + … + gx.
When finding genus 3 curves with a small discriminant, a
number that, like rank, measures the complexity of the curve,
Sutherland set a record for the largest computation using the
Google Cloud Platform. In one afternoon, Sutherland used
more than 580,000 Google computing cores around the
world — more than 300 years of computer time — to whittle
10 billion candidate curves down to a list of about 80,000
with particularly small discriminants.

“The LMFDB is a big project, bigger than one university or one
department could possibly support alone,” Hassett says.
The mathematical community hopes that numerical data in the
LMFDB can help establish a correspondence between higher-genus
curves and L-functions, just as elliptic curves correspond with
modular forms via their L-functions.
The bigger picture:
The scope of the collaboration continues beyond these examples to
solve computational problems in arithmetic geometry and number
theory. Just as we now have the Pythagorean theorem instead of a
Mesopotamian catalog of Pythagorean triples, the hope is that more
data will lead to more mathematical proofs.
“One of the central premises of our collaboration is to take delight in
the wonderful interplay between practical computation and abstract
theory,” Voight says. “We’re thinking hard about how computers,
algorithmic techniques and big databases can be used to advance
number theory. We want to make it easy for researchers to zoom in
like a microscope to really dissect a few particular specimens and to
zoom out like a telescope to understand large-scale structure of the
mathematical universe.”

After one of the collaboration leaders’ monthly meetings,
Balakrishnan and her co-authors found the rational points of
17,000 curves from Sutherland’s list.
The LMFDB:
A visualization of the elliptic curve group law, an important concept in number theory, on a
projected plane. Image courtesy of Sachi Hashimoto

‘Rank’ is a measure of the complexity of the set of those rational
points. If an elliptic curve has only a finite number of rational points,
it has rank zero. If it has an infinite number of rational points, then
it has some positive rank.
For decades, mathematicians have thought that there is no cap on
how high this rank can get. In 2006, Elkies used extensive computer
experiments to find an elliptic curve with a rank of at least 28, the
highest rank seen so far. More recently, Voight, Poonen and their
colleagues Jennifer Park of Ohio State University and Melanie
Matchett Wood of the University of Wisconsin-Madison developed
a heuristic model suggesting that only a finite number of curves
defined over the rational numbers have a rank higher than 21.
This conclusion implies there must be a cap on rank — at least 28
because of Elkies’ example.
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Those rational points will be uploaded to the L-functions and
Modular Forms Database (LMFDB), an online repository
of information about elliptic curves, modular forms and
L-functions. L-functions encode a correspondence between
certain kinds of elliptic curves, or equations in the form
y2 = x3 + ax + b, and modular forms, a surprisingly useful type
of function.
“The L-function encodes the mathematical DNA of these
objects,” Sutherland says.
The LMFDB, which is partially supported by the collaboration,
is like a modern version of the Mesopotamian tablets.
Each encyclopedic page in the LMFDB is dedicated to a
mathematical object, such as an elliptic curve, a modular
form or an L-function, and its relationships with other objects.
Upgrading its infrastructure was one of the first tasks for
the collaboration.

A visualization of the Kummer surface of a genus 2 curve. Image courtesy of Sachi Hashimoto
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ORIGINS OF
THE UNIVERSE

The oldest light in the cosmos, known as the cosmic microwave background, is the afterglow of the universe’s creation. The
variation in temperature (shown as a color range) and polarization of the light offers clues about how the cosmos formed. Image
courtesy of the European Space Agency’s Planck Collaboration
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The Origins of the Universe program was launched in 2017 to support three teams of
researchers investigating three modern theories of the universe and the forces that
continue to shape it. The teams operate independently, often exploring avenues of research
that directly compete with those of the other teams, but meet for a joint conference
once a year. Though their research is theoretical, they all hope to test their predictions
at the neighboring Simons Array and Simons Observatory, the latter of which will begin
operations in 2020 in Chile.
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The telescopes at the observatories will be taking measurements of the cosmic microwave
background radiation (CMB), which can provide clues about the early universe. Greg
Gabadadze, associate director for physics at the Simons Foundation and a leader, along
with Massimo Porrati, of one of the Origins research groups, describes analysis of the
CMB as a kind of cosmic archaeology. “Archaeologists go back and dig out artifacts of
the Roman Empire or something,” he says. “Through those artifacts, they learn how that
society was organized.” Researchers studying the CMB can likewise excavate information
about primordial physics.

The structure of the Origins of the Universe program is unusual in that the
research groups are — intellectually — in direct competition with one another.
universe underwent superluminal expansion — an expansion faster
than the speed of light — almost 14 billion years ago.

‘bounce’ on solid footing. After that, they hope to develop predictions
that could be tested at the Simons Array or Simons Observatory.

This group is large and sustains many lines of research. One of the “One of the possibilities when we do the full numerical calculations is
group’s goals is to unite inflationary cosmology and string theory, we might discover — oops! Something destroys the idea,” Steinhardt
in the hopes of explaining quantum gravity. “String theory has led
says. “That’s the way it should be in science. You develop an idea, you
us to ideas for inflationary cosmology that we had not found using
learn from it whether you win or lose, and it should be killable. If it
classical physics alone,” Silverstein says. The project would also doesn’t have that property, it’s not a very good idea.”
move beyond analysis of the CMB and instead examine the largescale structure of the present universe — how galaxies and other Gabadadze and Porrati, both of New York University, lead the
large objects are distributed — to understand the early evolution of Cosmology Beyond Einstein’s Theory group, which investigates
the universe.
the mathematical foundations of theoretical frameworks that
would allow for periods before inflation. “There are a multitude of
An Inflationary Cosmology subgroup works to find a mathematical scenarios which the universe could have followed in the beginning,
formulation of quantum gravity that is compatible with the
and we don’t know which one is true,” Gabadadze says. “That’s why
accelerated expansion of space-time; such a formulation is demanded
we’re working on theories that describe those stages and working
by observations indicating that the cosmological constant is positive. out predictions of those theories that can be contrasted with obserThe researchers are building from theoretical work in the opposite
vations.” Some aspects of their work are more compatible with incase, where the cosmological constant is negative, incorporating flation and some are more compatible with bouncing cosmology or
exciting new tools in quantum theory to make the generalization to other alternatives, so they work with both groups.
the real-world case.
One of the motivations for the group’s research comes not from
The Cosmological Bounces and Bouncing Cosmologies group’s ideas
questions about the early history of the universe but from questions
upend the ideas of inflationary cosmology. Lead investigator Paul
in modern cosmology: Their work could help physicists understand
Steinhardt of Princeton University was himself one of the pioneers dark energy, the mysterious force that makes up about two-thirds of
of the inflationary paradigm but eventually came to realize that
the total energy in the universe and which would also explain the
quantum fluctuations spoil the original idea, creating deep problems
present-day expansion of the universe.
for the theory. “If you look at the problems with the prevalent idea,
they all trace back to the assumption that the universe — space and The graduate students and postdoctoral researchers supported
time — has a beginning,” he says. His group instead investigates
by the Origins of the Universe project are in a fortunate position
the possibility of replacing the ‘bang’ with a ‘bounce,’ a smooth
working in such a dynamic area. “Young people who engage in this
transition from an earlier period of contraction to the current period project get training both in the fundamentals of the field but also in
of expansion. Furthermore, such contraction and expansion may how to conduct research under unusual circumstances, when things
repeat every trillion years or so, resulting in a cyclic universe with are not settled,” Gabadadze says. “I believe that is very important for
no beginning or end. The group's goal for the Origins project is to
the continuation of the field in general.”
develop the mathematical, theoretical and numerical tools to put the

The structure of the Origins of the Universe program is unusual in that the research
groups are — intellectually — in direct competition with one another. Everyone involved
is passionate about their work, and the annual meeting gives them a chance to discuss
their competing ideas openly (“and peacefully,” one principal investigator affirms), and to
broaden their horizons. “These interactions are beyond the interactions anyone could have
within their own groups,” Gabadadze says.
Eva Silverstein, professor of physics at Stanford University, leads the largest of the
groups, the Research in Modern Inflationary Cosmology group. The inflationary model
of cosmology is the most widely accepted origin story for the universe. It holds that the
Paul Steinhardt of Princeton University presents at the Origins of the Universe program’s annual meeting.
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CRACKING THE
GLASS PROBLEM

When most of us look out of our windows, we don’t realize what a complex
substance we are peering through. But collaboration researchers relish the
mysteries in this seemingly mundane material.

Glass has served humankind for millennia and is used in everything from windows
to dishes to cell phones and high-speed internet cables. This ubiquitous material is so
common that the fact that it is also something of a scientific mystery is surprising. Why
don’t we have a handle on glass yet?
The Simons Collaboration on Cracking the Glass Problem seeks to understand why glass
behaves in all the myriad ways it does — rigidly at some temperatures and as a liquid
at others — and how its properties might be engineered for everything from building
materials to medical devices.					
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Household window glass is an amorphous solid, meaning it does not have a crystal structure and it exhibits certain property changes when its temperature is raised or lowered. But
when collaboration researchers talk about glass, they are referring not only to this familiar
silicon dioxide type but also to a host of other materials with two of the same properties: an
amorphous structure and a transitional temperature at which its brittle structure becomes
pliable and viscous. Non-silicate glasses include, for example, metals that have been heated
and then supercooled to prevent them from forming crystals; plastics; the granular materials in between plates at an earthquake fault; and even many biological tissues. All are fair
game for the collaboration.
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The collaboration is divided into three main research directions. One is tasked with understanding jamming behaviors: When molecules are loosely packed in a space, the material
is not rigid. As they are packed more tightly, they become rigid, whether they develop
a crystal structure or not. The transition from a loose to a rigid state is called jamming.
“There is new physics there, and it’s different from the kind of physics you get when a material suddenly becomes a crystal,” says Sidney Nagel, a physicist at the University of Chicago
and director of the collaboration.
Another strand of research deals with what is called the mean-field transition. Projects in
this area look at what happens in theoretical infinite-dimensional arrays of glass, where
molecules interact with many more of their neighbors and local effects are not as important.
The technique has been common in physics for decades, but with many materials, a lot
of precision is lost in the transition from few to many dimensions. Not so with glass. “We
found it quite astonishing,” says Giorgio Parisi, a physicist at Sapienza University in
Rome and a principal investigator in the mean-field group. “These infinite-dimensional
computations are much closer in the case of glasses than in other materials.” The jamming
group and mean-field group study the extremes of glass behavior (zero temperature and

A model of glucokinase, a glucose-processing protein in the liver and pancreas, produced by collaboration
member Jason Rocks of the University of Pennsylvania. Proteins undergo transitions akin to the changes in
viscosity and other properties that occur in liquids when they form a glass. This protein’s atoms are colored
according to a so-called persistent-homology-based analysis. This analysis identifies the two regions of the
molecule (red and blue) that are most important to the protein’s function. Image courtesy of Jason Rocks

infinite dimension); combining the two approaches can give insight
into how glass behaves in more typical situations.

group led by collaboration principal investigator Andrea Liu uses
machine-learning algorithms to make predictions; and so on. “I think
this collaboration is a real breakthrough in our field,” Manning says.

The final research area is dynamics of glass: how molecules flow
past one another at high temperatures or under applied force. Strength from disorder:
Lisa Manning, a physicist at Syracuse University and a principal
investigator in the collaboration, says one of the most important “So much of what we have been taught to do as physicists has been
avenues of research for the group is understanding how and where
to treat ordered systems such as crystals,” says Nagel, “but glass’s
glasses are likely to fail. “They fail in interesting and unexpected
disorder poses a challenge to traditional models of physical objects.
ways,” she says. If members of the collaboration succeed in making
Systems with disorder obey different laws of nature not found
better predictions about how glassy materials will behave, they can
in ordered crystalline matter.” For example, a magnet has only two
help materials scientists apply those insights and not only strengthen
ground states because all the spins in the system are aligned. For glass,
the materials they are creating but also develop materials with
the number of ground states grows exponentially as the number of
novel functionality.
molecules present increases, requiring a whole new way to address the
statistical mechanics of problems involving glass.
Over the years, scientists have developed several different methods
for understanding and predicting how the structure of glass impacts
Disordered materials such as glass resist compression and shearing
the dynamics, but until the collaboration was formed, there was
as well. But is the rigidity of glass the same as that of a crystal?
little interaction among research groups. Now the collaboration has
allowed more than 10 research groups to bring their techniques
In an ideal setting, crystals are incredibly strong. The uniform
together to compare their merits and determine which ones are most
structure holds the material together. But in the real world, crystals
powerful under which circumstances. For example, Manning’s team
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specializes in looking at vibrational patterns in glassy materials; a

have slight chemical imperfections that weaken them. One region
has a crystal structure aligned with a certain direction that bumps
into another region with a crystal structure pointing another way.
Along these fault lines, the material is susceptible to breakage or
decay. (Perfectly crystalline iron would not rust; oxygen enters
through defects in the crystal structure.) Glass, on the other hand,
is uniformly disordered, so there are no discontinuities in the
structure that can cause weaknesses. Therefore, understanding
glass structures and discovering ways to make glass out of particular
materials or with particular connections in their molecular
structures can result in stronger, more resilient materials for all
sorts of applications.
Seeing clearly:
As is often the case in basic research, Cracking the Glass’s work will
yield knowledge applicable to areas beyond just glass. “We think of
understanding this glass state as a hub for understanding many
new directions beyond that,” Nagel says. Where disorder plays
a role in scientific questions, the collaboration’s work on disorder
in glass could be applicable. For example, work on rugged energy
landscapes in glass is relevant to diverse areas, such as questions
in biology about cell differentiation and questions in physics about
string theory. But perhaps the most unexpected outside connection
is to computer science. The collaboration’s work on jamming is
related to satisfiability problems in algorithms, where a collection
of statements, sometimes unrelated to one another, must be
simultaneously satisfied.
When most of us look out of our windows, we don’t realize what
a complex substance we are peering through. But collaboration
researchers relish the mysteries in this seemingly mundane material.
“We love this kind of problem,” Nagel says. “You have things that
you’ve dealt with every day, and then you stop and think about it
and realize you don’t know how this thing manages to be the way
it is. We are at a stage where we can formulate new principles and
develop powerful mathematical tools that can be applied widely
throughout science.”
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COMPUTATIONAL
BIOGEOCHEMICAL
MODELING OF MARINE
ECOSYSTEMS (CBIOMES)

Individually, ocean microbes can be as small as one-hundredth the width of a human
hair. But collectively, they play an outsize role in the Earth’s climate and nutrient cycles.
Microbes at the ocean’s surface form the base of the food web that sustains ocean life, and
they carry out half the planet’s photosynthesis. In doing so, these microbes transform
carbon dioxide from the atmosphere into organic matter that is drawn down into the deep
ocean’s giant carbon reservoirs. And the diverse array of ocean microbes also mediates the
Earth’s cycles of other elements, such as nitrogen and sulfur.
Yet our understanding of the marine microbial ecosystem is spotty at best. “There are
large blank areas on the map where we don’t really know what’s living there,” says Michael
Follows, an oceanographer at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT).
Understanding how marine microbes interact with one another and their environment
requires a synthesis of empirical measurements, laboratory research, statistics and
modeling. To tackle this challenge, in July 2017 the Simons Foundation’s Life Sciences
division launched the Simons Collaboration on Computational Biogeochemical Modeling
of Marine Ecosystems (CBIOMES), a five-year project that unites researchers at nine
institutions in the United States, Canada and the United Kingdom. A key objective is to
produce a global-scale map showing how the community of marine microbes changes over
space and time.
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“We have top-level statisticians, people in the lab, people who like big computations, and
people who like little bits of clean math,” says Follows, the project’s leader. “But I think
we’re all on the same page about the big goals of the project.”
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Bridging size scales:
To produce a faithful map of ocean microbes, CBIOMES researchers must figure out how
to work across vastly different scales — among microbes, ocean regions and time periods.

model “provides a platform for exploring ecological questions that no
one else is looking at.”
CBIOMES’ statisticians, meanwhile, are working to complement
the modeling approach with a more data-oriented perspective that
aims to learn the rules of microbial interactions directly from the
available information from cruises and satellites. “One grand
challenge in CBIOMES is, say I have these ocean simulations, how
do I match them to actual data?” says Christian Müller, a statistician
at the Simons Foundation’s Flatiron Institute and one of CBIOMES’
principal investigators. Developing a data-driven model to compare
with the simulations is “the ultimate statistical question,” he says.
“Coming up with new analysis techniques for these types of data is
really interesting.”
Bridging disciplines:
The project is still in the early stages of figuring out how to meld the
various teams’ different areas of expertise. “We have to find a common
language,” Müller says.
The project’s first annual meeting, in May 2018, was attended by more
than 40 researchers. “It’s a wonderful group of people who have a
really synergistic set of interests and skills,” Finkel says.
Research scientist Gaël Forget of MIT (left) and postdoc Aboozar Tabatabai of MIT and the Marine Biological Laboratory in Woods Hole, Massachusetts (right), chat at a poster session during the 2018
CBIOMES annual meeting.

Zoe Finkel of Dalhousie University in Halifax, Canada, one of
CBIOMES’ principal investigators, focuses on some of the smallest
scales, uncovering the individual cost-benefit rules that determine
which microbes will thrive under which circumstances. Microbes
that are adapted to grow quickly, for example, need more phosphorus so they can make RNA, whereas microbes that carry out photosynthesis need more nitrogen so they can make more protein.
“Small differences in the amounts of nitrogen, phosphorus or iron
that microbes need determine who wins where,” Finkel says. “And
if we understand how these things grow and what their needs are,
it can tell you about large-scale patterns of nutrients and carbon
dioxide. Understanding the small does tell about the large.”
Meanwhile, Shubha Sathyendranath, a CBIOMES principal investigator at Plymouth Marine Laboratory in the U.K., focuses on the
large: satellite images of oceans across the entire planet. Differences
in ocean color, from blue to green, provide a window into the populations of phytoplankton — microscopic marine plants — close to the
ocean’s surface. Sathyendranath’s team is developing methods for
turning these images into population estimates both at the surface
and in the deeper ocean.
“Since satellites cover the whole globe, typically once every two days,
we can map the dynamics of these organisms at the global scale
almost on a daily basis,” Sathyendranath says.
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Uniting the different scales of work such as Finkel’s and Sathyendranath’s is the role of CBIOMES’ modelers, who include Follows
and his colleague at MIT Stephanie Dutkiewicz. Their team has
created a gigantic simulation of ocean life including up to 300 different functional types of marine organisms that follow Finkel’s rules
and other assumptions about how they will respond to changes in
population distribution, nutrients, temperature and ocean currents.
Sathyendranath’s satellite analyses then provide a check on how well
the model is capturing real marine microbial dynamics, and the
models in turn allow Sathyendranath to fine-tune her own methods
for understanding phytoplankton below the ocean’s surface.

In addition to the annual meeting, the project carries out monthly
online meetings consisting of short research talks and general
discussion. And many subgroups of the different teams have met
to study joint areas of interest. “There are all sorts of collaborations
springing up that I wasn’t anticipating,” Follows says.
Sathyendranath, for instance, has already started several collaborations
and has plans for more. “Some of these are people in different areas
whom I might never have met except through this project,” she says.
By the time the project is done, “I think we’ll have a much better
understanding of what controls the biogeochemistry of marine
microbes,” Finkel says.
For now, the project is “really exciting, but also overwhelming —
because the ocean is big,” Müller says. “It’s uncharted territory, really.”

“If we really understand what’s going on in the ocean, then one view
should compare with another view,” Sathyendranath says. “Once
we understand such things, we can begin to ask how the ocean
ecosystem will respond to climate change.”
The MIT group’s model currently simulates the Pacific Ocean down
to 2-kilometer resolution, a major step forward for simulations
that capture both fluid physics and a diverse plankton population.
“Just a few years ago I was very proud that we were able to achieve
20-kilometer resolution,” Follows says.

“If we understand how these things grow and what their needs are, it can tell
you about large-scale patterns of nutrients and carbon dioxide. Understanding
the small does tell about the large.”

Tackling 2-kilometer resolution has been a huge computational
challenge. “If you had asked me a few years ago, I would have thought
that we wouldn’t do it in my career,” Follows says. Now, he says, the
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SIMONS COLLABORATIVE
MARINE ATLAS PROJECT

The atlas contains more than 10 terabytes of data, Armbrust says, all of it marked
with location and time stamps to make for easy comparisons.

include samples from 2003 and 2016 that cover the Pacific Ocean
from Alaska to New Zealand. “We can directly compare datasets that
are 13 years apart, across the entire ocean,” McNichol says. “Then
that data will be out there and accessible to anyone.”

As planning for the Simons Collaboration on Computational Biogeochemical Modeling
of Marine Ecosystems (CBIOMES) took off in January 2017, one need quickly became
apparent: a database with tools that would allow the project’s participants to sift through
the mountains of oceanographic data collected from their own work and by other initiatives.
Oceanographic data come in all shapes and sizes: Satellites and numerical models generate
enormous datasets, cruises collect water samples of microbes, and sensors measure things
such as temperature and salinity across a wide swath of the planet’s oceans. Combined,
these datasets offer rich possibilities for new discoveries and hypotheses.
But as of early 2017, many of the datasets were not combined. Oceanographic datasets
were scattered across a wide range of sources, and using them often required enormous
downloads. And each dataset had its own unique internal organization, making the task of
comparing information across different datasets a confusing and laborious process.
As a result, researchers who wanted to work across different datasets had to keep reinventing
the wheel. “It’s this ongoing issue that researchers are forced to solve again and again,”
says Mohammad Ashkezari, a research scientist at the University of Washington in the
laboratory of Virginia Armbrust, one of CBIOMES’ principal investigators.

In its first months after launch, the atlas was made available only to a
few research groups for test runs. But in December 2018, Armbrust’s
team unveiled an early version of the system at the annual meeting
of the Simons Collaboration on Ocean Processes and Ecology.
“Eventually, we hope people in the broader community will use
it,” says Marian Carlson, director of the Simons Foundation’s Life
Sciences division.

year more than it has before we would see a working ocean atlas,” he
says. “I’m astonished that we’re already there.”
Armbrust still considers the project to be in its early stages, but its
potential is already clear, she says. “Every time we do a demo to
people, they’re kind of blown away,” she says. “It allows you to do a
little dreaming about the kinds of questions you might ask.”

This early version includes online documentation and applications
for Windows and Macintosh computers in which researchers can
designate the ocean region, time range and type of data they wish
to examine, and then download only the data relevant to their query.
The application also provides built-in data visualization tools and
will eventually include a portal allowing researchers to upload their
own data to the archive.
Armbrust’s team has moved with amazing dispatch, says Michael
Follows, an oceanographer at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and director of CBIOMES. “I imagined it would take at least a

To address this issue, Armbrust’s lab has created the Simons Collaborative Marine Atlas
Project (CMAP) — an open database that merges CBIOMES data with publicly available
datasets from satellites and sensors and, more recently, all the other oceanographic
research initiatives supported by the Simons Foundation. The atlas contains more than 10
terabytes of data, Armbrust says, all of it marked with location and time stamps to make for
easy comparisons. Cleaning up the data has been a “major undertaking,” she says.

LIFE SCIENCES

Already, researchers at the University of Hawai‘i have used the atlas to validate a hypothesis about how the distribution of a particular gene in the ocean correlates with the available nutrients. And Armbrust has used it to compare satellite data on the distribution
of chlorophyll with measurements of physical features of the ocean. “Within moments,
I could start seeing whether there was a correlation,” she says.
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Jesse McNichol, a postdoctoral researcher at the University of Southern California in Los
Angeles in the laboratory of Jed Fuhrman, a CBIOMES principal investigator, plans to use
CMAP to study how the abundance of particular types of bacteria and archaea correlates with
variables such as ocean temperature and nutrients. Using new algorithms for denoising
genetic data, McNichol has worked with the Armbrust lab to prepare huge amounts of
genetic information about ocean microbes for inclusion in the atlas. In the future, this will

A map of research cruise voyages that measured the abundance of certain marine microbes. Data from these cruises will be integrated
into the Simons Collaborative Marine Atlas Project. The cruise tracks overlie a map of the magnitude and distribution of phytoplankton
chlorophyll in the oceans and vegetation on land. In the oceans, red, yellow and green represent phytoplankton-dense regions. Image and
data provided by Jesse McNichol, the SeaWiFS Project, NASA’s Goddard Space Flight Center and ORBIMAGE
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A GLOBAL APPROACH
TO NEUROSCIENCE

SIMONS COLLABORATION ON THE GLOBAL BRAIN
An animal foraging for food is engaged in a complex array of mental calculations. It
needs to evaluate the smells and sounds in its environment, balancing signs of food with
the possibility of predators. It has to recall past foraging jaunts to note which spots have
been fruitful or dangerous in the past. It has to weigh the potential reward against risks,
given its current state of hunger. And, finally, it has to formulate and execute a plan of
action, darting across an open field to grab a desired morsel.
Such computations unfold simultaneously in millions of neurons that interact both locally
and across multiple brain regions. Individual neuroscience labs have gained glimpses of
how different aspects of cognition function, mostly within specific brain structures. But
how multiple brain regions coordinate and interact to produce behavior is still largely
a mystery.
Understanding how the brain produces thought requires approaches that are beyond the
scope of a single laboratory. The Simons Collaboration on the Global Brain (SCGB) aims
to tackle multidimensional problems such as these by bringing together researchers with
the diverse expertise needed to decipher the complexities of the brain.

LIFE SCIENCES

In 2017, the SCGB launched 20 new projects in which teams of experimentalists,
theoreticians and computational experts explore some of the biggest questions in
neuroscience. The largest of these is the International Brain Laboratory (IBL), a collaboration
among 21 labs in four different countries. The scale of the IBL breaks new ground for a
field that has typically been the domain of individual labs or a few labs working together.
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A network of synthetic neocortical pyramidal cells, which are thought to be involved in cognitive function. Image courtesy of Michael Häusser of University College London

neural activity from those regions using a variety of tools, such
as electrophysiology and calcium imaging, as a mouse makes a
decision. To get a more cohesive picture of how the decision-making
process works across the brain, the team will synthesize data from
different groups, illuminating how information is transformed as
it is transmitted from place to place. Ultimately, the group hopes to
reveal how the brain integrates information from the environment,
past experience and the animal’s internal state to arrive at the most
appropriate action, an objective impossible to achieve by studying
individual parts of the brain in isolation.

neuroscientist at the University of San Francisco and an SCGB
investigator. “Creating groups of people who are there to work as
a team and need to share data focuses energy on actually solving
the problem.”
One of the first major challenges the IBL faced was choosing what
behavioral task to use in its experiments. With input from theoreticians in the collaboration, the group decided to focus on decision-making, in part because it already has a strong theoretical framework.

“The deep problem of how activity across the entire brain produces cognition through neural
coding and dynamics is a difficult one that is unlikely to be solved by any single lab,” says
David Tank, director of the SCGB. “The sheer scale of the number of distinct areas to be
investigated and diversity of skills required to do these kinds of experiments — expertise
in behavior, animal training, imaging and optics, electrophysiology, and statistical analysis
of data — favors collaborations between multiple labs.”

That’s an ambitious goal. To collate and compare data from different groups, researchers will need to train mice in four countries to
perform exactly the same task. They’ll need to standardize the vast
amounts of data they collect and figure out how to share it, a challenging prospect for a field that has little infrastructure for such things.
Though none of these issues are new to neuroscience, the IBL and
other large projects are forcing neuroscientists to tackle them.

Researchers developed a task in which mice rotate a wheel according
to the detection and position of a visual cue. The reliability of the
visual cue can vary, mimicking the complexity of real-world decisions. “It’s rare that you’d have all the facts on hand when making a
decision,” says Alexandre Pouget, a computational neuroscientist at
the University of Geneva and an investigator with the IBL. He and
others have developed computational methods for analyzing these
types of decisions, which they will apply to the IBL experiments.

The IBL, jointly funded by the Simons Foundation and the Wellcome Trust, will focus
its collective talent on the process of decision-making, starting with a task in the lab that
mimics foraging. Different labs have expertise in specific brain regions and will record

“I think the IBL, and the Global Brain collaboration in general,
is heralding a partial shift in culture, providing a laboratory for
how to make larger-scale collaborations work,” says Loren Frank, a

Researchers in different labs across two continents now have the
task up and running. The next step is to monitor activity across large
populations of neurons as animals make decisions. They’ll use a
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Perhaps the most profound impact that the IBL will have on the field is in providing
a framework for standardizing and sharing data.
variety of methods, including a new electrode recording technology
called Neuropixels, which can simultaneously record from hundreds
of cells in different parts of the brain.
Each of the IBL’s decision-making experiments will produce reams
of data: terabyte-scale records of neural activity, behavior and other
factors. One of the biggest challenges the project faces is how to
make these data easily accessible to other labs. Indeed, data sharing
is a huge issue for the field as a whole and only grows more urgent
with the development of new data-intensive techniques.
“Data sharing in neuroscience is rare and primitive,” says Liam
Paninski, a neuroscientist at Columbia University and an investigator with the SCGB and IBL. Perhaps the most profound impact
that the IBL will have on the field is in providing a framework for
standardizing and sharing data.
The volume of data that IBL researchers are collecting is too large
to share in its raw form, so Paninski’s team is developing ways to
process data without losing important details, isolating essential
signals from calcium-imaging and electrophysiology data so that they
can be transferred to the cloud. The IBL plans to eventually make the
data public so that theorists around the world can probe them for
insight. Paninski hopes the tools his team develops will be adopted
much more broadly than just within the IBL. “We want to develop
solutions so that no one else has to worry about these problems,”
he says.
The data the IBL collects will be stored on servers at the Simons
Foundation’s Flatiron Institute, whose Scientific Computing Core
has expertise in handling large datasets from high-energy physics,
astrophysics and biology. The Flatiron’s neuroscience group is
also developing new tools for processing large volumes of data,
particularly for electrophysiology and calcium-imaging experiments
of the type used in the IBL.
Less than two years in, the IBL has only just begun its efforts. The
most exciting outcomes — the first scientific results — are expected
soon. But how the project solves data-sharing and other problems
could be equally important for the field, providing a model for how
to work closely with many labs. “People are reaching out to us all
the time about how we use these tools,” says Anne Churchland, a
neuroscientist at Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory and an investigator with the IBL. “I’m glad we have the opportunity to be leaders in
this field.”
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How do millions of neurons work together to support adaptive behavior? A new
international collaboration aims to find out. Image courtesy of Michael Häusser
of University College London

SFARI’S DATA
INFRASTRUCTURE FOR
AUTISM DISCOVERY
About 15 years ago, a consensus began emerging that autism is not a single condition but
rather a diverse one with hundreds of different subtypes and underlying genes. Given this
complexity, the Simons Foundation Autism Research Initiative (SFARI) concluded that
the traditional approach to scientific discovery — in which each laboratory collects its own
datasets and keeps them close to its vest — would not have sufficient power to map autism.
What would be required instead were vast, shared datasets that would allow many different
research groups to help fill in the picture of autism.
SFARI took on the task of creating such datasets. Crucially, it made an early decision to
administer the datasets itself rather than depend on a governmental entity or an external
group of investigators. Over the years, this direct stewardship has allowed SFARI to ensure
that the datasets uphold the highest standards of quality and privacy, while simultaneously
remaining flexible enough to meet the ever-expanding needs of autism researchers.

AUTISM RESEARCH INITIATIVE (SFARI)

Today, a dedicated informatics group within the foundation distributes data from four
different autism-related cohorts spanning thousands of families. The Simons Simplex
Collection (SSC) is an assemblage of genetic and phenotypic data from more than 2,600
‘simplex’ families that have one affected child along with unaffected parents and siblings.
The Simons Variation in Individuals Project (Simons VIP), recently renamed Searchlight,
collects phenotypic data and biological samples from individuals with a mutation in one of
more than 50 different autism-linked genes. The Autism Inpatient Collection (the only one
of the four datasets that SFARI does not directly manage) is a cohort of individuals whose
autism is severe enough to require long hospitalizations. Finally, SFARI’s most ambitious
project yet, Simons Foundation Powering Autism Research for Knowledge (SPARK), aims
to collect genotypic and phenotypic data from 50,000 families.
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These datasets have given rise to more than 200 published papers about autism, a figure
that is “a testament to the success of these cohorts,” says Stephan Sanders, a geneticist
at the University of California, San Francisco. “They have had a really massive impact on
the field.”
The datasets not only provide resources for researchers already studying autism but also
lure new researchers into the field. “It’s like having very nice flowers for the bees,” says
Wendy Chung, SPARK’s principal investigator and SFARI’s director of clinical research.
Over the years, the datasets have launched a new generation of autism researchers. “My
research career has been made on the back of the SSC,” Sanders says. “When I look at the
papers I’ve published, all the ones with the biggest impact have been as a result of the SSC.”

Over the years, this direct stewardship has allowed SFARI to ensure
that the datasets uphold the highest standards of quality and privacy,
while simultaneously remaining flexible enough to meet the everexpanding needs of autism researchers.
Mining for research gold:
Researchers can request access to the datasets through
an online portal called SFARI Base. Once their requests
are approved, the Simons Foundation informatics group
stands ready to help them get what they need from nearly
a petabyte of data. Researchers can download data to their
desktop computers or run computations in the cloud that
don’t require massive downloads.
SFARI has invested in building a variety of online datavisualization tools to help scientists mine the data for
as much research gold as possible. The Genotypes
and Phenotypes in Families tool, developed by SFARI
Investigator Ivan Iossifov of Cold Spring Harbor
Laboratory and his collaborators, helps users search for
gene variants and explore behavioral data and medical
histories of participants in the SSC, Simons Searchlight
and SPARK. SFARI Viewer — developed by the company
Frameshift Genomics in collaboration with SFARI’s
informatics group and a team led by SFARI Investigator
Gabor Marth of the University of Utah — allows
researchers to interact dynamically with SSC and SPARK
data, filtering them according to a wide array of options.
Additionally, the cloud-based WuXi NextCODE SSC
portal (which was not directly funded by SFARI) offers
yet another way for researchers to visualize and analyze
SSC data.

Benedetti, a senior scientist at SFARI. “There’s so much
that has come out and so much that can still be mined from
this dataset.”
Although in all cases the identity of the individuals in the
datasets is kept strictly private, SPARK participants, if
they agree, may be recontacted by researchers if they wish
to know about follow-up studies for which they are eligible.
So far, “the response from the cohort has been fantastic,”
Benedetti says.
Recently, this SPARK ‘research match’ program enabled
a team led by Jacob Michaelson, an autism researcher at
the University of Iowa, to contact about 5,000 families for
a survey on common problems in autism, such as sleep
disruptions, eating disorders and gastrointestinal problems.
“Working on our own, I’d probably be at the end of my career
before I’d be able to collect this much data,” Michaelson
says. The research match program is a “game-changer,” he
says. “It’s the kind of infrastructure no lab could hope to
have on its own.”
SFARI owes a special debt of gratitude to the families
who have allowed their data to be used, says Casey WhiteLehman, a supervisor and senior project manager for
several SFARI cohorts. “Without them, we wouldn’t have
any of these cohorts,” she says. “Some have been engaged
with us for a decade, and we’re humbled and grateful that
they’re willing to share their time with us.”

The informatics team’s role extends far beyond helping
researchers access and analyze the datasets. The team is
involved in nearly every stage of the process of preparing
and distributing the datasets, from filtering out errors to
predicting the impact of genetic variants to integrating
genomic and phenotypic data. “Many people participate in
making sure the datasets are the highest quality we can
reasonably make them before they are distributed to the
research community,” says Alex Lash, the foundation’s
chief informatics officer.
Once a research group has performed a study using SFARI
data, the informatics team works to integrate the group’s
discoveries into the existing datasets, continually enriching
each dataset with new information. This process means
that even the SSC, which stopped enrolling new families
years ago, remains “a gift that keeps giving,” says Marta
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A visualization of nine genes — DPP6, ITSN1, BRSK2, etc. — recently discovered to be linked to autism spectrum disorder based on pilot data
from SPARK. Genes are colored based on their function, such as potassium ion transport, cell movement and steroid-mediated signaling, and
are bundled according to associations between the genes. P. Feliciano et al./bioRxiv.org 2019
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SFARI RESEARCH
ROUNDUP
Since the launch of the Simons Foundation Autism Research Initiative (SFARI) in 2003,
the initiative has supported nearly 500 investigators. In 2018, SFARI Investigators
studied a wide range of topics — explicating the role of missense mutations in autism,
identifying a biomarker for low sociability in monkeys, and understanding how an autismlinked mutation affects brain wiring, for example. Here is some of the work of SFARI
Investigators over the past year.
Sociability Boost. For decades, researchers have suspected a link between brain serotonin
levels and autism. Yet trials of serotonin-increasing antidepressants as treatments for
autism have proved disappointing. An August 8, 2018, study in Nature suggests a reason
why: These drugs may not target the right brain pathway with enough specificity.
A team led by SFARI Investigator Robert Malenka of Stanford University used light to
activate a particular brain pathway in mice connecting the serotonin-producing dorsal
raphe nucleus to particular serotonin receptors in the nucleus accumbens, a brain region
involved in rewards. Activating the pathway, the researchers found, temporarily made mice
far more sociable.
And in a mouse model of autism in which neurons in this pathway lacked the autismlinked chromosomal region 16p11.2, the team again found that activating the pathway
made the mice more sociable, ‘rescuing’ them from the effect of the 16p11.2 deletion.
Malenka’s team is now studying whether drugs that activate serotonin receptors directly
might be more successful than previously studied antidepressants as treatments for mouse
models of autism.

AUTISM RESEARCH INITIATIVE (SFARI)

A Neural Pacemaker. Even when a case of autism springs from a clearly identified
genetic mutation, there’s a huge gap between understanding which gene is malfunctioning and repairing the damage it has caused. A new study suggests that it may not always be
necessary to make this leap to treat autism. Instead, it might be possible to develop a treatment analogous to a cardiac pacemaker, which helps heart cells coordinate better instead of
repairing them.
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A team led by SFARI Investigator André Fenton of New York University recorded the
electrical activity of neurons in the brains of mice with the autism-related fragile X syndrome.
The researchers then observed the mice’s “place cells” — cells in the hippocampus that
keep track of where the mouse is — as the mice performed a task that involved adjusting
to changing locations, something mice and people with fragile X syndrome struggle with.
The researchers reported in the February 7, 2018, Neuron that the mice’s place cells individually processed spatial information normally but did not coordinate well with each
other, often failing to form the temporary coalitions needed to perform cognitive tasks.
This result suggests, Fenton said, that neuromodulation, an emerging array of techniques
that apply electrical pulses to coordinate brain activity, might be useful for treating this
lack of adaptability.

A new study suggests a potential biomarker for social deficits in cerebrospinal
fluid: low levels of the molecule vasopressin.

Sociability Marker. Autism researchers have long looked for a stable
biomarker of autism — something measurable in a person’s bodily
fluids or tissues that correlates with autism symptoms. Studies
of blood have mostly come up empty, but a new study suggests a
potential biomarker for social deficits in cerebrospinal fluid: low
levels of the molecule vasopressin.
SFARI Investigator Karen Parker of Stanford University and her
colleagues (including SFARI Investigators Antonio Hardan of
Stanford and Elliott Sherr of the University of California, San Francisco) reported in the May 2, 2018, Science Translational Medicine
that in naturally occurring rhesus monkey populations, the least
sociable monkeys had markedly lower vasopressin levels in their
cerebrospinal fluid than the most sociable monkeys did.
Compared with rodent models, monkey models of autism offer an
especially promising way to study the disorder, since primates are
so much closer to humans. And indeed, in a small human study,
Parker’s team found that children with autism also had significantly
lower vasopressin levels in their cerebrospinal fluid than controls
did. Parker and her colleagues have started clinical trials of inhaled
vasopressin as a treatment for low sociability in autism, with encouraging preliminary results.
From Mutation to Miswiring. Recent studies have made enormous
strides toward identifying the mutations that underlie autism.
But these genetic variants confer autism risk through a wide
variety of mechanisms, and little is known about how most of
these mutations affect brain connectivity and function.

Prioritizing Missense. Missense mutations, in which only one amino acid in a protein gets altered, are thought to underlie many cases
of autism. Thousands of such mutations have been found among
children with autism, but it is hard to know which of these mutations disrupt the function of the gene’s corresponding protein. A
new framework for prioritizing missense mutations, published on
June 11, 2018, in Nature Genetics, aims to change that.
The study — led by SFARI Investigator Haiyuan Yu of Cornell University, along with SFARI Investigators Bernie Devlin of the University of Pittsburgh and Kathryn Roeder of Carnegie Mellon University — looked at thousands of missense mutations in children with
autism and their unaffected siblings in the Simons Simplex Collection.
The researchers found that not only were the children with autism significantly more likely to have a missense mutation than their siblings,
but these mutations (unlike their siblings’) were 27 percent more
likely than chance would predict to affect a region that interacts with
other proteins.
By combining experimental methods with machine-learning techniques, the team found that missense mutations resulted in about
2.5 times as many disrupted protein interactions in children with
autism as in their siblings. And these disruptive mutations were
more likely to impact ‘hubs’ — proteins that interact with multiple
other proteins — than in the siblings. This protein interaction
framework, the researchers argue, offers a novel way to identify
which missense mutations are most likely to confer autism risk.

A new study illuminates this question for one of the most common
genetic causes of autism: deletions in 16p11.2. SFARI Investigator
Alessandro Gozzi of the Italian Institute of Technology in Genoa
and his colleagues examined brain imaging data from children
with 16p11.2 deletions in the Simons Searchlight cohort. They
report in the July 1, 2018, Brain that the children have impaired
connections between the prefrontal cortex, a brain region involved
in social behavior and cognition, and other brain regions. This
weakened connectivity correlates with low social and cognitive skills.
The team also found that mice with a 16p11.2 deletion have flawed
connections between the prefrontal cortex and the retrosplenial
cortex, which is involved in cognitive functioning. These mice
showed a wide suite of brain impairments in the prefrontal cortex,
such as miswiring of the neuronal projections connecting the region
to the thalamus and a shortage of dendritic spines. The findings
suggest that this mouse model may offer a faithful window into the
neurobiology of people with 16p11.2 deletions.

A genetic mutation altering just a single amino acid in a protein can affect how that protein
interacts with other proteins. This illustration shows the protein interaction interface between
two proteins, TRIO (blue) and RAC1 (yellow). The orange spheres represent mutations linked to
intellectual disability and microcephaly, while the red sphere represents a mutation associated
with autism spectrum disorder. S. Chen et al./Nature Genetics 2018
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THE SPARK GAMBIT

Three years ago, the Simons Foundation Autism Research Initiative (SFARI) took a leap
of faith about how best to spur the next generation of gene discovery for autism. The way
forward, the initiative decided, would involve letting go of some of the core methodologies
of the previous generation of autism gene discovery.
Studies of the initiative’s Simons Simplex Collection (SSC) — a repository of genetic and
phenotypic data from families with one child with autism — had uncovered dozens of
autism risk genes since its launch in 2006 and indicated that hundreds or perhaps even
a thousand different genes underlie the disorder. But these studies had simultaneously
made it clear that most of the mutations that cause autism are so rare that they simply can’t
be pinned down in a cohort the size of the SSC, which has about 2,600 families.

AUTISM RESEARCH INITIATIVE (SFARI)

To identify the majority of autism risk genes would require a much larger cohort, potentially
on the order of 50,000 families. But scaling an SSC-type cohort up to 50,000 families
would be completely impracticable: The SSC had carried out a meticulous deep dive into
each of its families, standardizing diagnostic criteria across its many clinics and bringing
each family in not just for diagnosis but also for blood samples, brain imaging and a host
of phenotypic measures. Carrying this out with 50,000 families would be prohibitively
expensive, and it would be impossible to recruit enough families willing to go through
such a time-consuming evaluation process.
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So when SFARI created SPARK (Simons Foundation Powering Autism Research for
Knowledge) three years ago with a goal of recruiting 50,000 families, it dropped some of
the most ambitious features of the SSC in favor of a more streamlined approach. Families
would report their own professional diagnoses of autism and then just fill out online
questionnaires and mail in saliva samples. Through this simplified enrollment process,
SPARK has already successfully recruited about 18,000 families, and it hopes to hit its
50,000-family target by 2021.

Thanks to new insights from SPARK data, the Wise family learned more about the genetics underlying their son’s autism.

the SSC’s rigorous diagnostic criteria. And saliva samples are often
contaminated with bacteria, making genetic analyses trickier.
Now, a pilot sequencing study of the exomes — the protein-coding
regions of the genome — of 457 SPARK families has suggested,
happily, that the leap of faith that went into SPARK’s creation was
justified. Genetically, the researchers found, the families in the
study seem to mirror previous autism cohorts in a host of ways —
the types of mutations that appear, the mutation rate, which genes
are affected, and which gene networks and biological pathways are
implicated.
“I personally needed reassurance that using this form of recruitment
would be worth all the energy we’re putting into it,” says Wendy
Chung of Columbia University, SPARK’s principal investigator and
SFARI’s director of clinical research. “The good news is, it looks like
this is the case.”
And as long as participants provided enough saliva, the team found,
the quality of the genetic data was just as high as that from blood
samples. It was even high enough in the pilot study to allow the
researchers to study mosaic mutations — in which only some of a
person’s cells are affected by a mutation — which are typically harder
to detect than mutations that affect every cell.

“No one has ever done anything like this at this type of scale,” says Brian O’Roak, a geneticist
at Oregon Health and Science University in Portland. “When the SSC got started, it seemed
like a phenomenally large number of families, but with SPARK it’s a real paradigm shift.”
But researchers have wondered: Will a cohort assembled in this way provide as clear a
window into autism genetics as a collection such as the SSC does? After all, perhaps
some of the families who report autism diagnoses to SPARK would not have satisfied

“Our philosophy is that as soon as it comes off the machines, we make it
available, so that anyone who has a good idea can execute it quickly.”
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The pilot study, published on bioRxiv.org, was carried
out by the SPARK Genomics Consortium, a group that
includes members from each of the 25 clinical sites
involved in SPARK recruitment.
About 10.4 percent of the families in the study have mutations in one of the approximately 100 genes already
known to cause autism. That information has been shared
with the families in question. “One of the most exciting
things for me is that what we’re doing has an immediate
impact on families,” says Tychele Turner, a postdoctoral
fellow at the University of Washington who led some of
the consortium’s analyses.
The consortium found that approximately 1 percent of
the families in the study have deletions or duplications
in a chromosomal region called 16p11.2 — roughly the
same proportion as in other autism cohorts. And several
prominent autism risk genes, such as CHD8, also have
mutations in some families.
“I was pleasantly surprised at how great the pilot data were,
and how similar this cohort was to the traditional, laborintensive way of creating cohorts,” says O’Roak, who led
the consortium’s study of mosaic mutations.
And the study identified nine new genes that appear to
confer risk for autism. Not only do these genes have strong
statistical evidence, but an independent systems biology
approach showed that the genes have significantly more
functional associations with known autism risk genes
than chance would predict.
“Even though we just added 450 families, this already
allowed us to discover new genetic risk factors,” O’Roak
says. The rate of gene discovery is likely to ramp up significantly in the near future, as the SPARK Genomics
Consortium turns its attention to another 9,000 families
who were sequenced in 2018. An additional 10,000 individuals with autism (and, where available, both parents)
are slated to be sequenced in 2019. A statistical analysis in
the pilot study suggests that sequencing 50,000 families
is likely to turn up 70 to 75 percent of all autism risk genes.
SPARK made the sequencing data from 2018 immediately
available to the broader autism research community, even
before the SPARK Genomics Consortium could complete
its own analysis of the 9,000 families.
“Our philosophy is that as soon as it comes off the
machines, we make it available, so that anyone who has
a good idea can execute it quickly,” Chung says. “Because
this is all about powering the research engine of autism to
get farther faster.”
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SCIENCE SANDBOX:
“THE MOST UNKNOWN”
“So, this geologist walks into a physics lab …” sounds like the beginning of a good joke, but it’s
actually one of the first scenes of “The Most Unknown,” a documentary film produced by
Vice Media’s Motherboard and funded and co-produced by Science Sandbox, an outreach
initiative of the Simons Foundation. The film is not the standard science documentary,
in which experts hold forth on complex scientific ideas to a lay audience — “The Most
Unknown” will not leave the viewer awash in science factoids. Instead, the creators hope
viewers will come away with an appreciation for science as a human endeavor, and with an
understanding of the very real passion and curiosity of scientists. (Also, for the record, the
geologist’s attention does linger on the stalactites growing on the lab walls — and then she
buckles down to learn about neutrinos.)

OUTREACH AND EDUCATION

Microbiologist Jennifer Macalady of Pennsylvania State University descends into Italy’s Frasassi Caves in search of mysterious
slimes created by microbes. In “The Most Unknown,” Macalady kicks off a chain of encounters between researchers tackling some
of science’s biggest questions. Photo courtesy of VICE/Motherboard
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“I remember being taught science as a process of memorizing all that scientists had already
learned, and seeing scientists as experts with all the answers,” director Ian Cheney says.
“I wanted to craft a film that would instead fill people with a sense of how much we don’t
know and how wondrous that is.”
The creative team took inspiration for the film’s structure from their extremely rich subject
matter: science itself. After the opening credits, a message appears on the screen: “This
is an experiment.” Cheney believes science filmmakers lean too heavily on the same few
storytelling conventions and that more people would be interested in science movies if

The creators hope viewers will come away with an appreciation for science
as a human endeavor, and with an understanding of the very real passion
and curiosity of scientists.

audience,” Cheney says. “I was pretty much in the dark,” punned
Macalady about her visit to the dark-matter lab.
Though each scientist met only one or two other scientists during
filming, they have all been in touch via email since filming concluded.
Many met later at screenings, and Macalady and Montana State
University astrobiologist Luke McKay have even started a project
together. But the main outcome for the scientists hasn’t been in
collaborations but in sharing the process of science with one another
and the broader public, and in coming to a greater understanding
of what they have in common as scientists. Cleeremans says he has
enjoyed connecting more broadly with scientists who are interested
in outreach and seeing how they explain their work.
Macalady agrees. “One of the most exciting things I took away was
how much potential there is for better science communication
through partnerships with people who are willing to spend a little
time and invest a little in each other,” she says.

During the third segment of “The Most Unknown,” physicist Davide D’Angelo of the University of Milan visits cognitive psychologist Axel Cleeremans of the Université Libre de Bruxelles in Belgium. In
an abandoned cooling tower in the Belgian town of Charleroi, Cleeremans explains the mysterious connections between consciousness and how we interpret and interact with the world. Photo courtesy
of VICE/Motherboard

filmmakers took more risks. “I think there is tremendous interest
in science,” he says. “But I don’t think science storytellers are as
experimental as the scientists themselves.”
Cheney and the producers knew they wanted to show scientists
interacting with and learning from one another, but they were
concerned that scientists in the same field would end up using too
much jargon and leave the audience behind. Then Cheney landed on
the idea of the film as a chain of scientist ‘blind dates.’ One scientist
would spend a few days visiting another scientist’s lab, learning about
the questions that keep that scientist up at night, and possibly even
identifying parallels with their own work. Then the scientist who had
just been visited, in turn, would pay a visit to another scientist.
Legendary director Werner Herzog served as an adviser on the
film and early on suggested some ground rules, one of which was
that the film should not cut away to any explainers for challenging
scientific concepts. If a scientist started talking about life in a hot
spring, there should be no cartoon protozoans to illustrate the point.
The filmmakers could not rely on being able to add explanatory
scaffolding after the fact; instead, they would extract whatever
explanations they needed in situ from the scientists.
Content-wise, the film focuses on three fields of science that
offer unknowns on different scales: physics, microbiology and
neuroscience. The motivating questions: What is out there in the
universe, and how did it get there? What is the origin of life, and where
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If the film was an experiment, then, what were the conclusions?
First, the scientists had fun. “I’d do it again in a heartbeat,” McKay
says. Also, critical reception was positive, with reviews often citing
how the film emphasizes how important curiosity is to the scientific
endeavor. And the viewership numbers on Netflix are good. Cheney
has participated in several public screenings and is gratified by the
audience response. “It’s fun to be with an audience who is laughing
and learning together, and I think the raw joy of the scientists really
comes across,” he says. “It’s had a much bigger reach than we ever
imagined it would.”

can life flourish? And how are we even able to ask these questions:
What is consciousness? There were nine scientist meetings in the
film; it turned out that by showing scientists plucked from their
fields of expertise, the filmmakers could portray something about
the nature of science more broadly.
In the first scientist interaction, geobiologist Jennifer Macalady
— freshly emerged from field work in an Italian cave — visits
physicist Davide D’Angelo at his subterranean neutrino lab near
Milan, Italy, where he tells her about his goal of understanding
dark matter. D’Angelo then, in turn, heads to Brussels to meet
cognitive psychologist Axel Cleeremans, who explains the challenge
of understanding consciousness and puts him in an electrode hat
so he can try to control a robotic hand with just his thoughts. This
chain of visits works its way across the Atlantic, eventually getting
as far as Mauna Kea in Hawai‘i before ending in Puerto Rico, where
Yale University psychology professor Laurie Santos is studying the
cognitive abilities of monkeys that inhabit Cayo Santiago island.
The scientists had no idea what to expect from the project when
they first signed on. All were open to new experiences and decidedly
passionate about their work, but the creative team gave them
information on a ‘need-to-know’ basis only. They were told where
they would be going and what broad field of science they would be
learning about, but they didn’t learn their host scientist’s name or
any specifics of their research until they arrived. “We wanted them
to be seeing and learning something for the first time, alongside the

Microbial residents of scalding hot springs in Nevada’s Black Rock Desert produce vivid colors. The heat-tolerant microbes provide
insights into where life could survive on other planets. Photo courtesy of VICE/Motherboard

“I wanted to craft a film that would instead fill people with a sense of how
much we don’t know and how wondrous that is.”
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MATH FOR AMERICA:
THE MULLER AWARD

The award, to be given annually, goes to one math teacher and one science teacher
who have not only become leaders in the MƒA community but also influenced the
teaching profession in exceptional ways.

classrooms. Experienced MƒA Master Teachers such as GuiñalsKupperman and Honner often lead MƒA seminars and workshops
and may become involved in the broader national conversation
about math and science education, both online and off.

Exceptional math and science teachers in schools across New York City form the close-knit
community at the heart of Math for America (MƒA). The organization, founded in 2004,
fosters opportunities for the teachers to learn and share with one another by attending and
presenting workshops, traveling to conferences, and building connections with their peers.
MƒA teachers demonstrate leadership not only within the MƒA community but also in
their schools and beyond.
In 2018, MƒA launched its latest initiative to recognize teachers who make an outsize
impact on the profession. The MƒA Muller Award for Professional Influence in Education,
named for board member Peter Muller, goes to one math teacher and one science teacher
who have not only become leaders in the MƒA community but also influenced the teaching
profession in exceptional ways.
Seth Guiñals-Kupperman, a physics teacher at the Brooklyn Latin School, and Patrick
Honner, a math teacher at Brooklyn Technical High School, were the first recipients of the
award. Recipients receive a cash prize, and, to encourage nominations, MƒA provides a
cash award to the institution of each winner’s nominator.
Guiñals-Kupperman and Honner “have taken what they’ve done at Math for America and
influenced education in a profound way outside of the Math for America community,”
says John Ewing, president of MƒA. “Their influence extends far beyond MƒA and
their schools.”

OUTREACH AND EDUCATION

Both Guiñals-Kupperman and Honner are MƒA Master Teachers — truly expert teachers
who enjoy a four-year fellowship awarded after a rigorous selection process. MƒA Master
Teachers receive a yearly stipend and participate in — and in some cases lead — the
hundreds of workshops and seminars offered by MƒA each year on topics ranging from
math or science to pedagogy or policy, including equity and social justice in schools. MƒA
Master Teachers also help mentor MƒA Early Career Fellowship recipients, providing
promising public secondary school mathematics and science teachers with the support
they need to become top educators. Only MƒA Master Teachers in their second or higher
fellowship are eligible for the Muller Award.

Honner’s impact on teaching has taken a different route. Through
his popular blog, patrickhonner.com, and his work with MƒA,
Honner started writing for The New York Times Learning Network
and Quanta Magazine, where he shares resources for teachers and
students related to recent breakthroughs in mathematics research.
Guiñals-Kupperman has been teaching for 15 years, five of them as He enjoys the challenge of finding ways to fit new math research
an MƒA Master Teacher. His first experience with MƒA came before
into the middle and high school curriculum. Now in his 13th year
it expanded into science, when he tagged along with an MƒA Master as an MƒA Master Teacher, Honner appreciates the relationships
Teacher to an MƒA talk. “It blew me away,” he says. The next year, he has developed with fellow MƒA teachers and mathematicians.
when the program opened up to science teachers, he was part of the “It’s influenced every part of my professional life,” he says. “It’s a
first cohort of science teachers accepted. Guiñals-Kupperman works
constant source of inspiration for me.”
on giving his students the tools to explore and discover science for
themselves rather than relying on him for answers. “A big part of my At MƒA, Honner leads content-focused courses on mathematics and
focus is making myself somewhat redundant,” he says.
computer science. For example, he ran an MƒA session on the problem of finding all the types of pentagons that can tile a plane, unpackAt MƒA, Guiñals-Kupperman has facilitated workshops on model- ing the problem for other middle school and high school teachers.
ing instruction, obtaining National Board Certification and understanding energy through graphical representation. He also serves as Honner’s work in the online math community has led new and
a mentor and adviser to MƒA Early Career Teachers of science and is
prospective teachers around the country to reach out to him for
a part of the New York State Master Teacher Program. His influence
advice. Honner hopes the organization and award will continue to
on physics education across New York City has been substantial.
challenge teachers to improve. “What excites me the most about the
Muller Award is that I think it will encourage and inspire teachers to
Guiñals-Kupperman has also participated in teacher-exchange
think more intentionally about their impact outside of their schools,”
programs with Brazil and India and has visited other countries, he says.
such as Iceland and South Korea, to observe teaching there as well.
Although pedagogical strategies do not always translate across He appreciates the leadership opportunity he has been given via
borders, he found the experiences illuminating: He was particularly MƒA and more generally the way the organization helps elevate
struck by the differences in prestige of the teaching profession and
the status of the profession. The career ladder for successful
the treatment of teachers in different countries. It’s rare to feel the
teachers often leads to administration — not ideal for teachers who
same respect here as in other countries with top education systems, fundamentally love the classroom. “If you love teaching, you want to
he says, but MƒA gives teachers a place where they receive prestige
be with students,” Honner says. That’s where he stays.
and respect. Of the Muller Award he says, “I was personally moved
that this organization that means so much to me saw what I was
doing and recognized its value.”

MƒA Master Teachers hold steady at about 1,000 each year: approximately 10 percent
of the public math and science teachers in New York City. MƒA Master Teachers may
apply to renew their fellowships, and some, such as Guiñals-Kupperman and Honner, have
participated for multiple cycles.
MƒA gives its most accomplished teachers ‘lateral opportunities’ — for example, to write
about their work for broad audiences of students and teachers, give presentations, and
run workshops — helping them to grow professionally without taking them out of their
Patrick Honner, a math teacher at Brooklyn Technical High School, accepts the Math for America Muller Award for Professional Influence in Education.
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FINANCIALS

BALANCE SHEET

2018 GRANT PAYMENT BY CATEGORY

ASSETS
CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS
INVESTMENT PORTFOLIO
PROPERTY AND EQUIPMENT, NET
OTHER
TOTAL

LIABILITIES
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
TAXES PAYABLE
GRANTS PAYABLE
MORTGAGE AND LEASE LIABILITIES
DEFERRED EXCISE TAX LIABILITY
TOTAL

NET ASSETS

PROPORTIONS OF EXPENSES (CASH BASIS) $’S IN MILLIONS
2018 2017
GRANTS PAID
PROGRAM
CAPITAL EXPENDITURES
GENERAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE

12/31/17

174,076,804
3,037,424,892
428,870,518
11,530,786
3,651,903,000

247,842,259
2,821,089,741
246,719,463
1,679,345
3,317,330,808

12/31/18*

12/31/17

16,275,462
554,470
493,723,168
263,556,310
11,812,706
785,922,116

13,267,614
10,692,873
545,446,555
153,987,838
11,812,706
735,207,586

2,865,980,884

2,582,123,222

INCOME STATEMENT
REVENUE

FOR 12 MONTHS ENDED
12/31/18*

FOR 12 MONTHS ENDED
12/31/17

222,000,000
397,963,903
619,963,903

221,459,214
446,263,215
667,722,429

FOR 12 MONTHS ENDED
12/31/18*

FOR 12 MONTHS ENDED
12/31/17

GRANTS PAID
CHANGE IN GRANTS PAYABLE
PROGRAM
GENERAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE
DEPRECIATION AND AMORTIZATION
TAXES
TOTAL

255,035,314
(53,837,678)
91,113,386
24,554,323
15,737,666
3,503,230
336,106,241

272,920,016
19,124,031
76,602,641
23,441,724
11,321,845
5,322,414
408,732,671

NET INCOME

283,857,662

258,989,758

CONTRIBUTIONS
INVESTMENT INCOME
TOTAL

EXPENSES
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12/31/18*

* Unaudited financial statements
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FLATIRON INSTITUTE
SCIENTISTS
CENTER FOR
COMPUTATIONAL
ASTROPHYSICS
Simone Aiola
Justin Alsing
Lauren Anderson
Daniel Anglés-Alcázar
Ruth Angus
Phil Armitage
Nicholas Battaglia
Angus Beane
Megan Bedell
Vasily Belokurov
Amitava Bhattacharjee
J. Richard (Dick) Bond
Greg Bryan
Blakesley Burkhart
Keaton Burns
Matteo Cantiello
Philip Chang
Katerina Chatziioannou
James Cho
Gabriella Contardo
Kelle Cruz
Jordy Davelaar
Elena D’Onghia
Will Farr
Stephen Feeney
Drummond Fielding
Daniel Foreman-Mackey
Austen Gabrielpillai
Eric Gawiser
Shy Genel
Elena Giusarma
Noemie Globus
Tze Ping Goh
Melanie Habouzit
Christopher Hayward
Siyu He
Lars Hernquist
Yashar Hezavehe
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Shirley Ho
David Hogg
Chia-Yu Hu
Jack Hughes
Saurabh Jha
Kathryn Johnston
Chang-Goo Kim
T.K. Daisy Leung
Laurence Perreault Levasseur
Yury Levin
Miao Li
Yuan Li
Jennifer Lotz
Rodrigo Luger
Mordecai-Mark Mac Low
Elena Massara
Chiara Mingarelli
Maryam Modjaz
Bhawna Motwani
Suvodip Mukherjee
Sigurd Naess
Melissa Ness
Jerry Ostriker
Virah Pandya
Sarah Pearson
Rosalba Perna
Sasha Philippov
Anthony Pullen
Robyn Sanderson
Neelima Sehgal
Matthew Smith
Rachel Somerville
David Spergel
Tjitske Starkenburg
Amiel Sternberg
Stephanie Tonnesen
Francisco Villaescusa-Navarro
Elijah Visbal
Ben Wandelt
Lile Wang

CENTER FOR
COMPUTATIONAL BIOLOGY

CENTER FOR COMPUTATIONAL
MATHEMATICS

Tarmo Äijö
Florencio Balboa Usabiaga
Meet Barot
Daniel Berenberg
Richard Bonneau
Nikolai Chapochnikov
Kathleen Chen
Xi Chen
Dmitri “Mitya” Chklovskii
Nicholas Chua
Benjamin Cohen
Aidan Daly
Nick De Veaux
Kara Dolinski
Reza Farhadifar
Johannes Friedrich
Julien Funk
Sebastian Fürthauer
Mariano Gabitto
Alexander Genkin
Andrea Giovannucci
Vladimir Gligorijevic
Kiley Graim
Leslie Greengard
John Hayward
Chi-Yip Ho
Leroy Jia
Julia Koehler
Danxun Li
Enkeleida Lushi
Cara Magnabosco
Victor Minden
James Morton
Vikram Mulligan
Ehssan Nazockdast
Daniel Needleman
Naomi Oppenheimer
Christopher Park
Cengiz Pehlevan
Daniel Podolsky
Anders Rasmussen
P. Douglas Renfrew
David Saintillan
Rachel Sealfon
Anirvan Sengupta
Michael Shelley
Claudia Skok Gibbs
Saverio Spagnolie
David Stein
Mariano Tepper
Tiberiu Tesileanu
Olga Troyanskaya
Sonia Villani
Charles Windolf
Aaron Wong
Wen Yan
Kevin Yao
Yuan-Nan Young
Jian Zhou

Joakim Andén
Alex Barnett
David Blei
Charles Epstein
Leslie Greengard
Shidong Jiang
J. James Jun
Jeremy Magland
Stéphane Mallat
Aditya Mishra
Christian L. Müller
Eftychios Pnevmatikakis
Manas Rachh
Aaditya Rangan
Leo Simpson
Amit Singer
Marina Spivak
James Stokes
Shravan Veerapaneni
Jun Wang
Witold Wysota

Jean-Marc Triscone
Giacomo Torlai
Xiao Wang
Nils Wentzell
Steven White
Alexander Wietek
Dominika Zgid
Shiwei Zhang
Manuel Zingl
SCIENTIFIC COMPUTING CORE
Nick Carriero
Alex Chavkin
Justin Creveling
Ian Fisk
Patrick Gunn
Yanbin Liu
Elizabeth Lovero
Andras Pataki
Dylan Simon
Nikos Trikoupis
Aaron Watters

CENTER FOR COMPUTATIONAL
QUANTUM PHYSICS
Dominic Bergeron
Timothy Berkelbach
Jennifer Cano
Giuseppe Carleo
Andrea Cavalleri
David Ceperley
Garnet Chan
Jing Chen
Xi Chen
Martin Claassen
Cyrus Dreyer
Philipp Dumitrescu
Matthew Fishman
Antoine Georges
Alexandru Georgescu
Denis Golež
Emanuel Gull
Yuan-Yao He
Katharine Hyatt
Gabriel Kotliar
Fabian Kugler
Alexander Lichtenstein
Peter Lunts
Marta Mauri
Andrew Millis
Alice Moutenet
Lukas Muechler
Olivier Parcollet
Riccardo Rossi
Angel Rubio
Marco Schiro
Ulrich Schollwöck
Hao Shi
James Stokes
Miles Stoudenmire
Hugo Strand
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MATHEMATICS AND
PHYSICAL SCIENCES
INVESTIGATORS
SIMONS INVESTIGATORS
Scott Aaronson
Mina Aganagic
Ian Agol
Igor Aleiner
Andrea Alu
Rajeev Alur
Sanjeev Arora
Ngô Bao Châu
Boaz Barak
Andrei Beloborodov
Andrei Bernevig
Andrea Bertozzi
Manjul Bhargava
Dan Boneh
Simon Brendle
Michael Brenner
Garnet Chan
Moses Charikar
Yanbei Chen
Claudia Clopath
Lucy Colwell
Nigel Cooper
Constantinos Daskalakis
Ingrid Daubechies
Michael Desai
Daniel Eisenstein
Alex Eskin
Jonathan Feng
Paul François
Liang Fu
Victor Galitski
Surya Ganguli
Sharon Glotzer
Shafi Goldwasser
Ben Green
Steven Gubser
Larry Guth
Christopher Hacon
Oskar Hallatschek
Patrick Hayden
Chris Hirata
Wayne Hu
Russell Impagliazzo

Piotr Indyk
Kenneth Intriligator
Shamit Kachru
Randall Kamien
Marc Kamionkowski
Charles Kane
Anton Kapustin
Eleni Katifori
Ludmil Katzarkov
Richard Kenyon
Subhash Khot
Alexei Kitaev
Jon Kleinberg
Kirill Korolev
James Lee
Andrea Liu
Madhav Mani
Lisa Manning
Vladimir Markovic
James McKernan
Pankaj Mehta
Joel Moore
Andrew Mugler
Arvind Murugan
Andre Arroja Neves
James O’Dwyer
Andrei Okounkov
Hirosi Ooguri
Eve Ostriker
Bjorn Poonen
Frans Pretorius
Xiaoliang Qi
Eliot Quataert
Leo Radzihovsky
Ran Raz
Igor Rodnianski
Raphael Rouquier
Shinsei Ryu
Anders Sandvik
David Schwab
Paul Seidel
Sylvia Serfaty
Eva Silverstein
Amit Singer
Christopher Skinner

Allan Sly
Rachel Somerville
Dam Son
Kannan Soundararajan
Dan Spielman
Anatoly Spitkovsky
Iain Stewart
Madhu Sudan
Terence Tao
Daniel Tataru
Shang-Hua Teng
Senthil Todadri
David Tong
Chris Umans
Salil Vadhan
Mark Van Raamsdonk
Akshay Venkatesh
Ashvin Vishwanath
Anastasia Volovich
Aryeh Warmflash
Michael Weinstein
Daniel Weissman
Daniela Witten
Horng-Tzer Yau
Xi Yin
Olga Zhaxybayeva
David Zuckerman
AWARDEES
Kam Arnold
François Baccelli
Vijay Balasubramanian
Sam Brown
Emmanuel Candès
Richard Carthew
Martin de Hoop
Mark Devlin
Tony Ezome
Christine Heitsch
Terrence Hwa
Brian Keating
Christopher Klausmeier
Jane Kondev
Adrian Lee

Stanislas Leibler
Simon Levin
Edward Lungu
M. Cristina Marchetti
Pankaj Mehta
Andrew Murray
Qing Nie
Surjeet Rajendran
Diaraf Seck
Boris Shraiman
Suzanne Staggs
Balazs Szendroi
Mukund Thattai
Christopher Tully
Massimo Vergassola
Kalin Vetsigian

Emanuel Gull
Gabriel Kotliar
Evgeny Kozik
Olivier Parcollet
Nikolay Prokofiev
Sandro Sorella
Mark van Schilfgaarde
Guifre Vidal
Lucas Wagner
Steven White
Dominika Zgid
Shiwei Zhang

SIMONS COLLABORATION
ON ALGORITHMS AND GEOMETRY

Scott Aaronson
Dorit Aharonov
Vijay Balasubramanian
Horacio Casini
Daniel Harlow
Patrick Hayden
Matthew Headrick
Alexei Kitaev
Juan Maldacena
Alexander Maloney
Donald Marolf
Robert Myers
Jonathan Oppenheim
John Preskill
Leonard Susskind
Brian Swingle
Tadashi Takayanagi
Mark Van Raamsdonk

Noga Alon
Alexandr Andoni
Sanjeev Arora
Mark Braverman
Jeff Cheeger
Subhash Khot
Bruce Kleiner
Assaf Naor
Ran Raz
Oded Regev
Michael Saks
Shubhangi Saraf
Rocco Servedio
Amit Singer
Ramon van Handel
Avi Wigderson
SIMONS COLLABORATION ON
HOMOLOGICAL MIRROR SYMMETRY
Mohammed Abouzaid
Denis Auroux
Ron Donagi
Kenji Fukaya
Ludmil Katzarkov
Maxim Kontsevich
Bong Lian
Tony Pantev
Shing-Tung Yau
SIMONS COLLABORATION ON SPECIAL
HOLONOMY IN GEOMETRY, ANALYSIS
AND PHYSICS
Bobby Acharya
Robert Bryant
Simon Donaldson
Sebastian Goette
Mark Haskins
Dominic Joyce
David Morrison
Johannes Nordstrom
Simon Salamon
Song Sun
SIMONS COLLABORATION ON THE MANY
ELECTRON PROBLEM
Garnet Chan
Antoine Georges
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IT FROM QUBIT: SIMONS
COLLABORATION ON QUANTUM FIELDS,
GRAVITY AND INFORMATION

SIMONS COLLABORATION ON CRACKING
THE GLASS PROBLEM
Ludovic Berthier
Giulio Biroli
Patrick Charbonneau
Eric Corwin
Silvio Franz
Jorge Kurchan
Andrea Liu
Lisa Manning
Sidney Nagel
Giorgio Parisi
David Reichman
Matthieu Wyart
Francesco Zamponi
SIMONS COLLABORATION ON THE
NONPERTURBATIVE BOOTSTRAP
Christopher Beem
Simon Caron-Huot
Miguel Costa
Andrew Fitzpatrick
Thomas Hartman
Jared Kaplan
Zohar Komargodski
João Penedones
David Poland
Silviu Pufu
Leonardo Rastelli
Slava Rychkov
David Simmons-Duffin

Balt van Rees
Pedro Vieira
Xi Yin
SIMONS COLLABORATION ON
ARITHMETIC GEOMETRY, NUMBER
THEORY AND COMPUTATION
Jennifer Balakrishnan
Noam Elkies
Brendan Hassett
Bjorn Poonen
Andrew Sutherland
John Voight
ORIGINS OF THE
UNIVERSE INITIATIVE
Richard Bond
Claudia de Rham
Raphael Flauger
Anna Ijjas
Liam McAllister
Massimo Porrati
Rachel Rosen
Eva Silverstein
Paul Steinhardt
Matias Zaldarriaga
SIMONS COLLABORATION ON HIDDEN
SYMMETRIES AND FUSION ENERGY
Amitava Bhattacharjee
David Bindel
Allen Boozer
Peter Constantin
Robert Dewar
Omar Ghattas
Per Helander
Lise-Marie Imbert-Gérard
Robert Mackay
James Meiss
Georg Stadler
SIMONS COLLABORATION ON
LOCALIZATION OF WAVES
Douglas Arnold
Alain Aspect
Guy David
Marcel Filoche
Richard Friend
David Jerison
Svitlana Mayboroda
Yves Meyer
James Speck
Claude Weisbuch
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MATHEMATICS AND
PHYSICAL SCIENCES
FELLOWS

LIFE SCIENCES
INVESTIGATORS
SIMONS COLLABORATION ON
THE GLOBAL BRAIN

MATHEMATICS
Marcelo Aguiar
Anar Akhmedov
Dmytro Arinkin
Matthew Baker
David Ben-Zvi
Aaron Bertram
Mladen Bestvina
Lydia Bieri
Lewis Bowen
Ching-Li Chai
Jingyi Chen
Yingda Cheng
Tobias Colding
Panagiota Daskalopoulos
Aleksandar Donev
Zeev Dvir
Jordan Ellenberg
Rui Loja Fernandes
Amanda Folsom
Ezra Getzler
Anna Gilbert
Michael Goldstein
Anton Gorodetski
Antonella Grassi
Florian Herzig
Lan-Hsuan Huang
John Imbrie
David Jerison
Jeff Kahn
Jeremy Kahn
Michael Kapovich
Kay Kirkpatrick
Nitu Kitchloo
Alex Kontorovich
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Jeffrey Lagarias
Claude LeBrun
Lionel Levine
Marta Lewicka
Max Lieblich
Jacob Lurie
Svitlana Mayboroda
Govind Menon
Chikako Mese
Antonio Montalban
Tomasz Mrowka
Camil Muscalu
Mircea Mustata
Irina Nenciu
Thomas Nevins
Alexei Oblomkov
Hee Oh
Sam Payne
Julia Pevtsova
Olga Plamenevskaya
Kavita Ramanan
Andrei Rapinchuk
Sebastien Roch
Federico Rodriguez Hertz
Daniel Ruberman
Mark Rudelson
Thomas Scanlon
Natasa Sesum
Sunder Sethuraman
Roman Shvydkoy
Yannick Sire
Christopher Sogge
Gigliola Staffilani
Nicolas Templier
Frank Thorne
Benedek Valkó

András Vasy
Shankar Venkataramani
Alexander Vladimirsky
Alexander Volberg
Wei Zhang
Maciej Zworski
THEORETICAL PHYSICS
Philip Argyres
Thomas Baumgarte
Raphael Bousso
Robijn Bruinsma
Robert Caldwell
Bulbul Chakraborty
Claudio Chamon
Aashish Clerk
Eric D’Hoker
Marc Favata
Gregory Fiete
Matthew Headrick
Andrew Jordan
Gabriel Kotliar
Julian Krolik
Anna Krylov
Emil Martinec
David Morrison
Gil Paz
Alice Quillen
Lisa Randall
Marcus Spradlin
Jesse Thaler
Todd Thompson
Neal Weiner

Larry Abbott
Ralph Adolphs
Misha Ahrens
Emre Aksay
David Anderson
Dora Angelaki
Yoshinori Aso
Richard Axel
William Bialek
David Brainard
Carlos Brody
Elizabeth Buffalo
Matteo Carandini
E.J. Chichilnisky
Anne Churchland
Mark Churchland
Thomas Clandinin
Marlene Cohen
John Cunningham
Yang Dan
Sandeep Datta
Peter Dayan
Sophie Deneve
James DiCarlo
Brent Doiron
Shaul Druckmann
Uri Eden
Florian Engert
Adrienne Fairhall
Michale Fee
Ila Fiete
Loren Frank
Stefano Fusi
Surya Ganguli
Lisa Giocomo
Mark Goldman
Kenneth Harris
Michael Häusser
Elizabeth Hillman
Sonja Hofer

Mehrdad Jazayeri
Roozbeh Kiani
Adam Kohn
Peter Latham
Brian Lau
Andrew Leifer
Nuo Li
Ashok Litwin-Kumar
Michael Long
Christian Machens
Zachary Mainen
Valerio Mante
Markus Meister
Kenneth Miller
J. Anthony Movshon
Thomas Mrsic-Flogel
William Newsome
Liam Paninski
Pietro Perona
Jonathan Pillow
Xaq Pitkow
Alexandre Pouget
Jennifer Raymond
Fred Rieke
Gerald Rubin
Nicole Rust
Vanessa Ruta
Bernardo Sabatini
Maneesh Sahani
C. Daniel Salzman
Elad Schneidman
Krishna Shenoy
Eero Simoncelli
Spencer Smith
Haim Sompolinsky
Michael Stryker
Karel Svoboda
David Tank
Doris Tsao
Naoshige Uchida
Brian Wandell
Xiao-Jing Wang
Ilana Witten

Daniel Yamins
Byron Yu
Anthony Zador
Manuel Zimmer
Steven Zucker
SIMONS COLLABORATION ON THE
ORIGINS OF LIFE
Donna Blackmond
Tanja Bosak
Dieter Braun
David Catling
Irene Chen
Jason Dworkin
Woodward Fischer
Gregory Fournier
John Grotzinger
Wilhelm Huck
Joel Hurowitz
Gerald Joyce
Lisa Kaltenegger
Ramanarayanan Krishnamurthy
Sheref Mansy
Karin Öberg
Matthew Powner
Didier Queloz
Dimitar Sasselov
Burckhard Seelig
Sarah Stewart
Roger Summons
John Sutherland
Jack Szostak
Paula Welander
George Whitesides
SIMONS COLLABORATION ON OCEAN
PROCESSES AND ECOLOGY
E. Virginia Armbrust
Dave Caron
Sallie Chisholm
Matthew Church
Edward DeLong
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Sonya Dyhrman
Michael Follows
Anitra Ingalls
Seth John
David Karl
Debbie Lindell
Dan Repeta
Benjamin Van Mooy
Joshua Weitz
Angelicque White
Jon Zehr
SIMONS COLLABORATION ON
COMPUTATIONAL BIOGEOCHEMICAL
MODELING OF MARINE ECOSYSTEMS
E. Virginia Armbrust
Jacob Bien
Christopher Edwards
Zoe Finkel
Michael Follows
Jed Fuhrman
Andrew Irwin
Trevor Platt
Brian Powell
Shubha Sathyendranath
Joseph Vallino
SIMONS COLLABORATION ON PRINCIPLES
OF MICROBIAL ECOSYSTEMS
Martin Ackermann
Sebastian Bonhoeffer
Otto Cordero
Jeff Gore
Terrence Hwa
Naomi Levine
Mary Ann Moran
Victoria Orphan
Roman Stocker
James Williamson
SIMONS COLLABORATION ON OCEAN
PROCESSES AND ECOLOGY – GRADIENTS
E. Virginia Armbrust
Randelle Bundy
Zoe Finkel
Michael Follows
Anitra Ingalls
Seth John
Laurie Juranek
David Karl
Debbie Lindell
Angelicque White
Jon Zehr
PROJECT INVESTIGATORS
Penny Chisholm
Robert DeSalle
Wayne Goodman
Brian Hammer
Fritz Henn
Bonnie Hurwitz
Eunsoo Kim
Elizabeth Kujawinski
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Raghuveer Parthasarathy
Martin Polz
John Pringle
François Ribalet
Heidi Sosik
Ramunas Stepanauskas
William Wcislo
Jon Zehr
SIMONS EARLY CAREER INVESTIGATORS
IN MARINE MICROBIAL ECOLOGY
AND EVOLUTION
Andrew Alverson
Jake Bailey
Andrew Barton
Erin Bertrand
Tanja Bosak
Jeff Bowman
Otto Cordero
Anne Dekas
Kyle Edwards
Naomi Levine
Karen Lloyd
Katherine Mackey
Alyson Santoro
Frank Stewart
Jacob Waldbauer
Jodi Young
HHMI-SIMONS FACULTY SCHOLARS
Neal Alto
Thomas Bernhardt
Jesse Bloom
Edward Boyden
Clifford Brangwynne
Jose Dinneny
Michael Fischbach
Elizabeth Haswell
Martin Jonikas
Luciano Marraffini
Frederick Matsen IV
Coleen Murphy
Samara Reck-Peterson
Michael Rust
Elizabeth Sattely
Jan Skotheim
Gurol Suel
Benjamin Tu
Feng Zhang
Daniel Zilberman
KLINGENSTEIN-SIMONS FELLOWSHIP
AWARDS IN NEUROSCIENCES
Susanne Ahmari
Matthew Banghart
Jayeeta Basu
Andrés Bendesky
J. Nicholas Betley
Stephen Brohawn
Denise Cai
Richard Daneman
Benjamin de Bivort
Gul Dolen
Jeff Donlea

Xin Duan
Monica Dus
Evan Feinberg
Harrison W. Gabel
Junjie Guo
Mark Harnett
Catherine Hartley
Biyu He
Weizhe Hong
Michael Hoppa
Elaine Y. Hsiao
Andrew Kruse
Conor Liston
Aashish Manglik
Christine Merlin
Kate Meyer
Evan Miller
Yuki Oka
Joseph Parker
Priya Rajasethupathy
Celine Riera
Tiffany Schmidt
Simon Sponberg
John Tuthill
Wei Xu
Hongdian Yang
Michael Yartsev

LIFE SCIENCES
FELLOWS
SIMONS COLLABORATION ON THE GLOBAL
BRAIN POSTDOCTORAL FELLOWS
Sophie Aimon
Katherine Cora Ames
Adam Calhoun
Xiaoyin Chen
Maria Dadarlat
Chunyu Duan
Anna Gillespie
James Heys
Danique Jeurissen
Matthew Kaufman
Aaron Koralek
Liang Liang
Scott Linderman
John Long
Malavika Murugan
Amy Ni
Ian Oldenburg
Marino Pagan
Braden Purcell
Evan Schaffer
SIMONS COLLABORATION ON THE ORIGINS
OF LIFE FELLOWS
Zachary Adam
Ann Bauer
Clara Blättler
Brandon Carroll
Claudia El Nachef
Ankit Jain
Alexandria Johnson
Kai Liu
Claire Nichols
Raghav Poudyal
Sukrit Ranjan
Paul Rimmer
Sarah Rugheimer MacGregor
Teresa Ruiz Herrero
Rafal Szabla
Stephanie Valleau
Xingchen Wang
Yajun Wang
Li Zeng

SIMONS COLLABORATION ON
COMPUTATIONAL BIOGEOCHEMICAL
MODELING OF MARINE ECOSYSTEMS
FELLOWS
John Casey
Christopher Follett
FELLOWSHIPS IN MARINE
MICROBIAL ECOLOGY
Natalie Cohen
Matti Gralka
Nicholas Hawco
Keisuke Inomura
Chana Kranzler
Alexandra McCully
Xuefeng Peng
Wei Qin
Emily Zakem

Josep Vilarrasa-Blasi
Christopher Whidden
SIMONS FELLOWS OF THE JANE
COFFIN CHILDS MEMORIAL FUND
FOR MEDICAL RESEARCH
David Booth
Wenyan Jiang
Christopher Lopez
Patrick Mitchell
SIMONS FELLOWS OF THE HELEN
HAY WHITNEY FOUNDATION
Lihui Feng
Tomas Pluskal
Arthur Prindle
Olena Zhulyn

SIMONS FELLOWS OF THE LIFE SCIENCES
RESEARCH FOUNDATION
Scott Behie
Thomas Boothby
Adrian Brückner
Tin Chi Solomon Chak
Jonathan Chekan
Kurt Dahlstrom
Romain Darnajoux
Sur Herrera Paredes
Gary Heussler
Ricardo Laranjeiro
Michele LeRoux
Alexander Leydon
Hoong Chuin Lim
Eric Lubeck
Ryan Melnyk
Heather Meyer
Dipti Nayak
Lena Pernas
Benjamin Ross
Longfei Shu
Michael Smith
Matthew Swaffer
Alexandra Tayar
David Tourigny
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SFARI
INVESTIGATORS
Edwin Abel
Amina Abubakar
Alexej Abyzov
Nadav Ahituv
Douglas Allan
David Anderson
Dora Angelaki
Shernaz Bamji
Michiel Basson
Helen Bateup
Mark Bear
Kevin Bender
Raphael Bernier
Stephanie Bielas
Somer Bishop
Benjamin Blencowe
Mark Blumberg
Yoram Bonneh
Susan Y. Bookheimer
Jessica Cardin
Ruth Carper
William Catterall
Moses Chao
Pauline Chaste
Chinfei Chen
Jonah Cheung
Gloria Choi
Shinjae Chung
Wendy Chung
A. Ercument Cicek
Mark Clements
Amy Clugston
Barry Connors
Anis Contractor
Edwin Cook
Hilary Coon
Rui Costa
Gerald Crabtree
Charles Craik
Colm Cunningham
Mark Daly
Sandeep Datta
Graeme Davis
Yves De Koninck
Bernie Devlin
Adriana Di Martino
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Ilan Dinstein
Anna Docherty
Kirsty Donald
Joseph Dougherty
Catherine Dulac
Kevin Eggan
Evan Eichler
James Ellis
Mayada Elsabbagh
Cagla Eroglu
William Fairbrother
Evan Feinberg
Daniel Feldman
Guoping Feng
Tricia Flanagan
Loren Frank
Maria Freire
Andreas Frick
Harrison Gabel
Daniel Geschwind
Jay Gibson
Charles Gilbert
David Ginty
Antonio Giraldez
Santhosh Girirajan
Joseph Gleeson
Geoffrey Goodhill
Matthew Goodwin
Alessandro Gozzi
Zhenglong Gu
James F. Gusella
Melissa Gymrek
Kurt Haas
Bilal Haider
Antonio Hardan
Yann Herault
Bruce Herring
Michael Higley
David Hirsh
Ellen Hoffman
Mady Hornig
Kimberly Huber
Jun Huh
Lilia Iakoucheva
Ivan Iossifov
Denis Jabaudon

Elizabeth Jonas
Emily Jones
Rebecca Jones
David Julius
Kristopher Kahle
Martin Kampmann
Albert Keung
So Hyun Kim
Tae-Kyung Kim
Robin Kochel
Alexander Kolevzon
Genevieve Konopka
Abba Krieger
Arnold Kriegstein
Smita Krishnaswamy
Chun-Hay Alex Kwan
Kenneth Kwan
Kasper Lage
Anthony Lamantia
Markita Landry
Hye Young Lee
Maria Lehtinen
Jason Lerch
Paul Lipkin
W. Ian Lipkin
Dan Littman
Christopher Loewen
Catherine Lord
John Lukens
Liqun Luo
Jeffrey Macklis
Dara Manoach
Devanand Manoli
Liz Marfia-Ash
Gabor Marth
Julio Martinez-Trujillo
Carol Mason
Thomas Maynard
Steven McCarroll
Margaret McCarthy
Frank McCormick
James McPartland
Emma Meaburn
Alex Meissner
Markus Meister
Vinod Menon

Jacob Michaelson
Judith Miles
Kathleen Millen
Robi Mitra
Michelle Monje
Scott Morrison
Eric Morrow
Philippe Mourrain
Alysson Muotri
Shrikanth Narayanan
Charles Nelson
Charles Newton
Tse Nga Ng
James Noonan
Alex Nord
Gaia Novarino
Tim O’Connor
Cian O’Donnell
Kassandra Ori-McKenney
Brian O’Roak
Georgia Panagiotakos
Stefano Panzeri
Karen Parker
Sachin Patel
Paul Pavlidis
Kevin Pelphrey
Anna Penn
Eva Petkova
Michael Piper
Christopher Pittenger
Michael Platt
Renato Polimanti
Carlos Portera-Cailliau
Aaron Quinlan
Catharine Rankin
James Rehg
Danny Reinberg
Joel Richter
Tim Roberts
Caroline Robertson
Elise Robinson
Kathryn Roeder
John Rubenstein
Mustafa Sahin
Stephan Sanders
Guillermo Sapiro
Celine Saulnier
Rebecca Saxe
Christelle Scharff
Stephen Scherer
Oliver Schlueter
Susanne Schmid
Ethan Scott
Jonathan Sebat
Nenad Sestan
Stephen Sheinkopf
Yufeng Shen
Elliott Sherr
Song-Hai Shi
Frederick Shic
Michelle Shirasu-Hiza
Lisa Shulman
Matthew Siegel
Jennifer Sills

Pawan Sinha
Stelios Smirnakis
Vikaas Sohal
Neal Sondheimer
Hongjun Song
Beate St Pourcain
Matthew State
Jason Stein
Dagmar Sternad
Paul Sternberg
Beth Stevens
Garret Stuber
Thomas Südhof
Denis Sukhodolsky
David Sulzer
Mriganka Sur
James Sutcliffe
Michael Talkowski
Guomei Tang
Cora Taylor
Brian Theyel
Jessica Tollkuhn
Peter Tsai
Ray Turner
Gina Turrigiano
Erik Ullian
Hisashi Umemori
Flora Vaccarino
Jeremy Veenstra-VanderWeele
Pam Ventola
Dennis Vitkup
Michael Wangler
Lauren Weiss
Marius Wernig
Tonya White
Michael Wigler
Arthur Willsey
Hyejung Won
Melanie Woodin
Shinya Yamamoto
Haiyuan Yu
Timothy Yu
Feng Zhang
Mingjie Zhang
Eli Zunder
Larry Zweifel
Mark Zylka

Stephanie Rudolph
Seth Shipman
Aakanksha Singhvi
Holly Stessman
Xin Tang
Tingting Wang
Donna Werling
Jason Yi
Peng Zhang

SPARK AWARDEES
Leonard Abbeduto
David Amaral
Robert Annett
Raphael Bernier
Eric Butter
Laura Carpenter
Gabriel Dichter
Craig Erickson
Eric Fombonne
Amanda Gulsrud
Melissa Hale
Suma Jacob
Stephen Kanne
So Hyun Kim
Robin Kochel
Christa Martin
Christopher McDougle
Jacob Michaelson
Cesar Ochoa-Lubinoff
Brian O’Roak
Opal Ousley
Juhi Pandey
Karen Pierce
Joseph Piven
Lisa Prock
Cordelia Robinson
Mustafa Sahin
Robert Schultz
Matthew Siegel
Latha Soorya
Zachary Warren
Ericka Wodka

BRIDGE TO INDEPENDENCE AWARDEES
Renata Batista-Brio
Graham Diering
Ryan Doan
Michael Gandal
Sung Han
Keren Haroush
Michael Hart
Reza Kalhor
Sung Eun Kwon
Yun Li
Rebecca Muhle
Tomasz Nowakowski
Rui Peixoto
Gabriela Rosenblau
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OUTREACH AND
EDUCATION
500 Women Scientists
Adventure Scientists
American Museum of Natural History
American Society for Cell Biology
BEAM
BioBus Inc.
California Academy of Sciences
Caveat
City University of New York
Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory
DonorsChoose.org
Guerilla Science
Howard Hughes Medical Institute: The Serengeti Rules
iBiology Inc.: Human Nature documentary
IEEE Foundation: The Bit Player documentary
Imagine Science Films Corp.
Iridescent
Junior Achievement of South Central PA Inc.
Los Angeles Performance Practice: AFTER
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Math for America
Mathematical Sciences Research Institute (MSRI): Numberphile
MICRO
Motherboard:The Most Unknown
National Academy of Sciences
New York Botanical Garden
New York Hall of Science
New York Harbor Foundation, Billion Oyster Project
New York Public Radio: Only Human
New York Public Radio: Radiolab
New York University
Pioneer Works
Rockaway Waterfront Alliance Inc.
Rockefeller University
San Francisco Estuary Institute
Society for Integrative and Comparative Biology
STEM From Dance
STEM Next Opportunity Fund
Strategic Education Research Partnership Institute (SERP)
Sundance Institute
Techbridge Girls
The Conversation US Inc.
The Exploratorium
The Open Notebook
The Story Collider
Wave Hill Incorporated
Wiki Education Foundation
Woodrow Wilson Foundation
YMCA of the USA
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SIMONS SOCIETY
OF FELLOWS
SENIOR FELLOWS

JUNIOR FELLOWS

Boris Altshuler
Moses Chao
David Heeger
David Hirsh
Carol Mason
John Morgan
J. Anthony Movshon
Andrei Okounkov
Margaret Wright

Ruth Angus
Gilad Asharov
Naama Aviram
Arkarup Banerjee
Tobias Bartsch
Michal Breker
Timothy Burbridge
Jennifer Bussell Schiff
Mariana Cardoso
Shana Caro
Sylvain Carpentier
Eric Castillo
Rosemary Cater
Jairo Diaz
Sara Fenstermacher
Logan Grosenick
Dorri Halbertal
Benjamin Harrop-Griffiths
Keith Hawkins
Kohei Inayoshi
Wayne Mackey
Rafael Maia
Bianca Jones Marlin
Takashi Onikubo
Krista Perks
Antigoni Polychroniadou
Carlotta Ronda
Mijo Simunovic
Eliran Subag
Xin Sun
Yi Sun
Lisa Tran
Li-Cheng Tsai
Michael Waskom
Zheng (Herbert) Wu
Guangyu (Robert) Yang
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SUPPORTED
INSTITUTIONS
Breast Cancer Research Foundation
Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory
Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai
Institute for Advanced Study
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Mathematical Sciences Research Institute (MSRI)
Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center
National Academy of Sciences
New York Genome Center Inc.
New York Structural Biology Center
Rockefeller University
Stony Brook Foundation Inc.

ADVISORY
BOARDS
MATHEMATICS & PHYSICAL SCIENCES
SCIENTIFIC ADVISORY BOARD

Martin Raff*
University College London

Nicholas M. Katz
Princeton University

Arnon Rosenthal
Alector LLC

Alfred Mueller
Columbia University

Carla Shatz
Stanford University

Ramesh Narayan*
Harvard University

Elizabeth Spelke
Harvard University

Christos H. Papadimitriou
Columbia University

Huntington F. Willard
Geisinger National Precision Health

Jill Pipher
Brown University

LIFE SCIENCES SCIENTIFIC
ADVISORY BOARD

Karin Rabe
Rutgers, The State University
of New Jersey

John N. Abelson
California Institute of Technology

Srinivasa Varadhan*
New York University
Shmuel Weinberger
University of Chicago
Margaret H. Wright*
New York University
Rebecca Wright
Rutgers, The State University
of New Jersey
SFARI SCIENTIFIC
ADVISORY BOARD
David Lewis
University of Pittsburgh
Richard Lifton
Rockefeller University
Eric Nestler
Icahn School of Medicine at
Mount Sinai

John J. Cullen
Dalhousie University
Katherine H. Freeman
Pennsylvania State University
Nancy A. Moran
University of Texas at Austin
James M. Tiedje
Michigan State University
FLATIRON INSTITUTE SCIENTIFIC
ADVISORY BOARD
Lars Bildsten
University of California,
Santa Barbara
Peter Brown
Renaissance Technologies
Ingrid Daubechies
Duke University

* Indicates board members in the last year of their service. The Simons Foundation
thanks these individuals for their contributions.
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Steven M. Girvin
Yale University

Raissa D’Souza
University of California, Davis

Paul Lipkin
Kennedy Krieger Institute

Chris Johnson
University of Utah

Jacqueline Gottlieb
Columbia University

Becca Lory
Evolving Skye

Peter B. Littlewood
University of Chicago

David J. Gross
Kavli Institute for Theoretical Physics

Sandy Magaña
University of Texas at Austin

Hiranya Peiris
University College London

Hopi E. Hoekstra
Harvard University

Heather C. Mefford
University of Washington

William H. Press
University of Texas at Austin

Alex Kontorovich
Rutgers, The State University
of New Jersey

Megan O’Boyle
Phelan-McDermid Syndrome
Foundation

Howard Schneider*
Stony Brook University School
of Journalism

Scott Sutherland
Broad Institute

Aviv Regev
The Broad Institute
Eric Schmidt
Google LLC
Erio Tosatti
International School for
Advanced Studies
Richard Tsien
NYU Langone Medical Center
SPECTRUM ADVISORY BOARD
Stephanie Chan
Google
Michael E. Goldberg
Columbia University
Laura Helmuth
The Washington Post
Robin Marantz Henig
The New York Times Magazine
Ivan Oransky
New York University
Aviv Regev
Massachusetts Institute
of Technology
David Sassoon
InsideClimate News

Steven Strogatz
Cornell University
SCIENCE SANDBOX ADVISORY BOARD
Bruce Alberts*
University of California,
San Francisco
Alan Alda*
Alan Alda Center for Communicating
Science, Stony Brook University
Majora Carter*
MCG Consulting
StartUp Box
Kishore Hari
Chan Zuckerberg Initiative
Werner Herzog
Miranda July

David Eisenbud, Ph.D.
Director, Mathematical Sciences Research Institute
Gerald D. Fischbach, M.D.
Distinguished Scientist and Fellow,
Simons Foundation
Margaret A. Hamburg, M.D.
Foreign Secretary, National Academy of Medicine
Peter Littlewood, Ph.D.
University of Chicago
William H. Press, Ph.D.
University of Texas at Austin
Mark Silber, J.D., M.B.A.
Executive Vice President and Chief Financial Officer,
Renaissance Technologies
James H. Simons, Ph.D.
Chair, Simons Foundation
Marilyn H. Simons, Ph.D.
President, Simons Foundation
Shirley M. Tilghman, Ph.D.
Princeton University

Robert Lue
Harvard University
Vikki Spruill
New England Aquarium
SPARK ADVISORY BOARD

Will Talbot
Stanford University

Paul S. Appelbaum
Columbia University

QUANTA ADVISORY BOARD

Antonio Hardan
Stanford University

Laura Chang
The New York Times

BOARD
OF DIRECTORS

* Indicates board members in the last year of their service. The Simons Foundation
thanks these individuals for their contributions.
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SIMONS
FOUNDATION
STAFF
Ilona Abramova
John Acampado
Andrea Ace
Lilliam Acosta-Sanchez
Stephanie Adika
Maria Adler
Leyla Ahari
Tarmo Äijö
Simone Aiola
Ashfia Alam
Justin Alsing
Alpha Amatya
Joakim Andén
Lauren Anderson
Aireli Angel-Ramos
Daniel Anglés-Alcázar
Ruth Angus
Allison Aplan
Caleb Arnold
Irina Astrovskaya
Kate Augenblick
Florencio Balboa Usabiaga
Shareen Bamberg
Alex Barnett
Meet Barot
Agnes Barszcz
Asif Bashar
Nicholas Battaglia
Megan Bedell
Jessica Bee
Anna Beekman
Marta Benedetti
Daniel Berenberg
Timothy Berkelbach
Christopher Bertinato
Serena Bianchi
Lawrence Bianco
Jill Blackford
Alexandra Bolter
Rich Bonneau
Greg Boustead
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Michelle Bradshaw
Libby Brooks
Jennylyn Brown
Shakemia Browne
Greg Bryan
Blakesley Burkhart
Keaton Burns
Martin Butler
Natalia Bykova
Claire Cameron
Matteo Cantiello
Jacob Cappell
Giuseppe Carleo
Marian Carlson
Nick Carriero
Lindsey Cartner
Jordana Cepelewicz
Nikolai Chapochnikov
Ahmad Chatha
Katerina Chatziioannou
Alexander Chavkin
Jing Chen
Kathleen Chen
Xi Chen
Xi Chen
Wu-bin Chin
Dmitri “Mitya” Chklovskii
Dave Cho
James Cho
Andrew Choi
Anuj Chokshi
Daniyal Chowdhury
Nicholas Chua
Martin Claassen
Carleen Clarke
Benjamin Cohen
Nicole Coman
Gabriella Contardo
Abigail Creem
Justin Creveling
Aidan Daly

Neha Dandu
Amy Daniels
James Davidson
Maria Davis
Nick De Veaux
Donna DeJesus-Ortiz
Roxanne Delaney
Yuri DeSimone
Katharine Diehl
Christopher Diggins
Noah Dlugacz
Jocelyn Dorszynski
Shaun Dubreuil
Scott Duchene
Philipp Dumitrescu
Ron Edgar
Zahrie Ernst
Reza Farhadifar
Meghan Fazzi
Stephen Feeney
Pamela Feliciano
Jennifer Fernandez
Drummond Fielding
Gerald D. Fischbach
Matthew Fishman
Ian Fisk
Chris Fleisch
Nina Fleiss
Patrick Flood
Steven Ford
Dan Foreman-Mackey
Calissia Franklyn
Johannes Friedrich
Tammi Fumberi
Julien Funk
Hannah Furfaro
Sebastian Fürthauer
Gregory Gabadadze
Mariano Gabitto
Annaliese Gaeta
Swami Ganesan

Valerie Gar
Jennifer Garcia
Alexandra Geldmacher
Shy Genel
Antoine Georges
Alexandru Georgescu
Andrea Giovannucci
Elena Giusarma
Vladimir Gligorijevic
Denis Golež
Katie Goodwin
Kiley Graim
Tunisia Greene
Anastasia Greenebaum
Leslie Greengard
Marion Greenup
Michael Grey
Luke Grosvenor
Brigitta Gundersen
Patrick Gunn
Melanie Habouzit
Jake Hall
Bing Han
Fang Han
Sunita Hansraj
Carolyn Hare
Dominique Harrison
Jessica Harrop
Kevin Hartnett
Marcus Haugen
Christopher Hayward
John Hayward
Yuan-Yao He
Mary Kate Hennelly
Deborah Hertz
Yashar Hezavehe
Shirley Ho
Eric Hoffman
David Hogg
Jessica Holthouser
Rebecca Horne
Chia-Yu Hu
Katharine Hyatt
John Jagard
Marian Jakubiak
Alicja Jankowska
Bill Jensen
Leroy Jia
J. James Jun
Lydia Jung
Rachel Jurd
Timothy Kane
Marlow Kee
Deborah Kenyon
Chang-Goo Kim
Diana Kim
Emily Klein
Julia Koehler
Michael Kranz
Abe Lackman
Alex Lash
Noah Lawson
Caroline Lee
Seran Lee-Johnson
Monika Lenard
Laurence Perreault Levasseur

Yuri Levin
Danxun Li
Miao Li
Yuan Li
Rachel Lim
Thomas Lin
Yanbin Liu
Nathan Lo
Juana Lopez
Nicole Lopez
Diane Loring
Elizabeth Lovero
Rodrigo Luger
Paula Lukats
Peter Lunts
Alice Luo Clayton
Alexandra Luppens-Dale
Enkeleida Lushi
Mordecai-Mark Mac Low
Jeremy Magland
Cara Magnabosco
Jennifer Maimone-Medwick
Malcolm Mallardi
Stéphane Mallat
Apoorva Mandavilli
Anup Mankar
Richard Marini
Elena Massara
Michelle Matias
Richard McFarland
Lauren McLoughlin
Andrew Millis
Victor Minden
Chiara Mingarelli
Jillian Minogue
Aditya Mishra
Daniel Mortensen
James Morton
Bhawna Motwani
Michael Moyer
Elizabeth Mrozinska
Lukas Muechler
Suvodip Mukherjee
Christian L. Müller
Vikram Mulligan
Vicky Munck
Megan Muneeb
Vincent Myers
Sigurd Naess
Layla Naficy
David Nelson
Melissa Ness
Jasmina Nikovic
Camille Norrell
Eirene O’Connor
Sean O’Connor
Debra Olchick
Naomi Oppenheimer
Kristin Ozelli
Joanna Pacholarz
Alan Packer
Olivier Parcollet
Christopher Park
Andras Pataki
Danielle Patch
Bhavesh Patel

Balmes Pavlov
Sarah Pearson
Cengiz Pehlevan
Ceri Perkins
Sasha Philippov
Nicole Phillips
Olivia Pinney
Eftychios Pnevmatikakis
Daniel Podolsky
Molly Potter
Christina Pullano
Manas Rachh
Cindy Rampersad-Phillips
Rishi Rana
Anders Rasmussen
Lucy Reading-Ikkanda
Louis Reichardt
Matthew Reiser
P. Douglas Renfrew
John Rennie
Woody Richards
Christopher Rigby
Samantha Riviello
Beverly Robertson
Euan Robertson
Mariah Roda
Edgar Rodriguez
Jowy Romano
Riccardo Rossi
Anthony Roux
Elizabeth Roy
Angel Rubio
Cecilia Sailer
Robyn Sanderson
Nick Sanghvi
Diane Sarria
Kathleen Savarese
Alyssa Picchini Schaffer
Abraham Schneider
Tara Schoenfeld
Kim Scobie
Rachel Sealfon
Yolaine Seaton
Rebecca Sesny
Neelay Shah
Swapnil Shah
Alexandra Shaheen
Michael Shelley
Jesse Sherwood
Hao Shi
Melanie Shiree
Olena Shmahalo
Dylan Simon
Chaim Singer
Emily Singer
Claudia Skok Gibbs
Kori Smith
Matthew Smith
Lee Anne Green Snyder
Rachel Somerville
Julia Sommer
David Spergel
John Spiro
Marina Spivak
Jason Sposa
Chris Sprinz
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Tjitske Starkenburg
David Stein
Alexandra Stephens
Amiel Sternberg
James Stewart
Colleen Stock
Benjy Stokar
James Stokes
Miles Stoudenmire
Hugo Strand
Thomas Sumner
Emily Tan
Rebecca Tancredi
Mariano Tepper
Tiberiu Tesileanu
Allegra Thomas
Anna Tikhonova
Suraj Tiwari
Jennifer Tjernagel
Stephanie Tonnesen
Giacomo Torlai
John Tracey
Beau Treadwell
Nikos Trikoupis
Olga Troyanskaya
Yuri Tschinkel
Dawn Tucker
Desiree Unger
Hope Vanderberg
Jan Varghese
Brianna Vernoia
Francisco Villaescusa-Navarro
Sonia Villani
Elijah Visbal
Natalia Volfovsky
Karen Walton-Bowen
Ben Wandelt
Jun Wang
Lile Wang
Paul Wang
Xiao Wang
Aaron Watters
Patricia Weisenfeld
Nils Wentzell
James Whalley
Casey White Lehman
Ingrid Wickelgren
Alexander Wietek
Charles Windolf
Ursula Wing
Natalie Wolchover
Aaron Wong
Annie Wong
Paul Wong
Jessica Wright
Sabrina Xiao
Simon Xu
Philip Yam
Wen Yan
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Kevin Yao
Shirley Ying
Cindy Young
Michelle Yun
Hana Zaydens
Nicholette Zeliadt
Shiwei Zhang
Jian Zhou
Manuel Zingl

